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UVOD
Pred Vama je znanstveno-stručni časopis koji je promijenio naziv iz Učenje za poduzetništvo u
Obrazovanje za poduzetništvo. Časopis Obrazovanje za poduzetništvo objavljuje izvorne znanstvene i stručne radove koji neposredno ili posredno reflektiraju tematiku odgoja, učenja i obrazovanja za poduzetništvo te povezanih tema. Svrha časopisa promocija je znanosti i struke u obrazovanju za poduzetništvo. Cilj časopisa doprinos je razvoju empirijskih, metodoloških, teorijskih
i praktičnih spoznaja u području odgoja, učenja i obrazovanja za poduzetništvo te srodnih disciplina. Tematska orijentiranost časopisa je na društvenim znanostima s fokusom na ekonomiju, poduzetništvo i upravljanje te disciplinama koje se bave odgojem, učenjem i obrazovanjem
za poduzetništvo. Časopis Obrazovanje za poduzetništvo podržava regionalno i međunarodno
usmjerenje i namijenjen je akademskoj, gospodarskoj i društvenoj zajednici. Uredništvo prima isključivo prethodno neobjavljene radove na hrvatskom i engleskom jeziku i to samo u
elektroničkom obliku na adresu journal@zrinski.org. Časopis provodi dvostruko slijepi recenzijski postupak u kojem recenzenti daju preporuku o klasifikaciji i objavljivanju zaprimljenih radova.
Volumen 4 časopisa Obrazovanje za poduzetništvo objavljuje selektirane članke s 4.
Međunarodne konferencije o učenju za poduzetništvo – ICEL4 koju svake godine organizira nakladnik časopisa. Tema konferencije bila je Izazovi i mogućnosti za društveni (ekonomski) razvoj
s glavnim ciljem razvijanja novog načina razumijevanja učenja za poduzetništvo tj. prihvaćanja
poduzetništva kao obrazovne, društvene i ekonomske vrijednosti te samim time stvaranje
mogućnosti za razvoj poduzetničkih kompetencija ključnih za cjeloživotno učenje, na svim razinama obrazovanja. Osim glavnog cilja tj. prihvaćanja poduzetništva kao vrijednosti, cilj je osigurati
bolje razumijevanje novih pristupa vodstvu i upravljanju poduzetništva, različitih načina za postizanje uspjeha u učenju za poduzetništvo, strategija i politika za obrazovanje za poduzetništvo, inovacija u učenju za poduzetništvo, dinamike poduzetništva i umrežavanja i strategije partnerstva u razvoju poduzetništva.
Glavni urednici
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INTRODUCTION
What you have in front of you is a new issue of the academic journal which has changed its title from Entrepreneurial Learning to Education for Entrepreneurship. The journal Education for
Entrepreneurship publishes original scientific and professional papers that indirectly or directly
reflect the topics of education, learning and education for entrepreneurship as well as other related topics. The aim of the journal is to contribute to the development of empirical, methodological, theoretical and practical knowledge in the field of education, learning, education for entrepreneurship and related disciplines. The journal covers topics in the field of social sciences with a
focus on economics, entrepreneurship, managment and disciplines dealing with education, learning and education for entrepreneurship. It is an international journal intended for the academic,
economic and social community. The editorial board accepts only previously unpublished papers
in Croatian and English language which should be submitted in electronic form to the following
address journal@zrinski.org. The journal uses a double-blind review process in which reviewers
give recommendation on the classification and publication of submitted papers.
Volume four of the jounal Education for Entrepreneurship includes selected articles from the
fourth International Conference on Entrepreneurial Learning – ICE4, organized by the publisher of the journal every year. The conference theme was Challenges and Opportunities for Social
(Economic) Development with the aim of developing a new way of understanding entrepreneurial learning i.e., accepting entrepreneurship as an educational, social and economic value which
would result in creating possibilities for developing entrepreneurial competencies that are essential for lifelong learning at all levels of education. In addition to the main aim, accepting entrepreneurship as a value, there is also the aim to ensure a better understanding of: new approaches
to leadership and management of entrepreneurship; different ways to achieve success in entrepreneurial learning; strategies and policies for education for entrepreneurship; innovations in entrepreneurial learning; the dynamics of entrepreneurship and networking; as well as partnership
strategies in developing entrepreneurship.
Editors in chief

Implementation of Strategy for Entrepreneurial
Learning 2010-2014 - a research conducted
in Croatian primary schools
Marica Klarić, mag. oec., Croatian Employment Service, Petračićeva 4, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia,
maricaklaric@yahoo.com
mr. sc. Narcisa Manojlović, Ministry of Social Policy and Youth, Savska 66, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia,
narcisa.manojlovic@zg.t-com.hr
Siniša Manojlović, univ. spec. oec., Proconsult d.o.o., Hvarska 4b, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia,
proconsult@zg.t-com.hr

Summary
After the National Strategy for Entrepreneurial Learning 2010-2014 (2010) has outlined the
introduction of learning and training for entrepreneurship in all forms, types and levels of
formal and informal education, in the National Curriculum Framework for Preschool Education and the General Compulsory and Secondary Education (2010) among students’ basic
competence the development of entrepreneurial competences has been included, since entrepreneurship in Croatia has been finally recognized as a means and prerequisite condition
for the economical development and growth.
A very demanding task of adopting the basic entrepreneurial knowledge and the development of entrepreneurial characteristics of students has been provided by the National Curriculum Framework as an interdisciplinary content, i.e. curricular theme covered through
different school subjects, whose detailed design and development is left to school professionals and school curricula.
Some Croatian researches on whether and how practical teaching of entrepreneurship is
implemented in Croatian primary and secondary schools suggest considerable discrepancy
between expectations (needs) and realization (knowledge, skills and attitudes) in practice.
Analyses of Croatian educational programs (curricula). indicate such results, as well as the
results of the survey tests on students’ and teachers’ awareness and attitudes.
This paper presents the results of the application of specifically designed questionnaire
which we used at the end of 2013/ 2014 school year, since the end of the five-year period
is pretty close, to investigate whether and to what extent have certain goals, tasks and activities been achieved, in the opinion of school managements, pursuant to the Strategy for
Entrepreneurial Learning 2010-2014, i.e. measures, objectives and activities of the corresponding Action Plan for the period from 2010 to 2014, in part which refers to the system
of primary education.
We have discovered low to very low levels of realization for a number of elements planned
by the Strategy and the Action Plan, as well as the achieved results among students, which
in future will require significant changes and larger and more organized efforts in this educational area that is of particular individual, social and economic importance. Apart from
scientific purposes, the empirical results of this study can serve as practical guidelines in the
field of entrepreneurial learning.
Key words: Learning for entrepreneurship, curriculum, students’ entrepreneurial competences, National Strategy for Entrepreneurial Learning 2010-2014
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1. Introduction
As emphasized in the professional community, “there is a need to analyze the situation and
ways to implement the standards of the European Reference Framework and one of its eight key
competences for lifelong learning: Sense of Initiative and Entrepreneurship within Croatian education system.” (Elezović et al., 2012, p. 5).
The most important Croatian documents in this area are the National Curriculum Framework
for pre-school education and general compulsory and secondary education (Ministry of Science,
Education and Sports, 2010 - hereinafter referred to as the National Curriculum Framework) and
Strategy Entrepreneurial Learning for 2010-2014 (The Government of the Republic of Croatia,
2010 - hereinafter referred to as the Strategy).
The concept of the eight core competences for lifelong learning is integrated in the National
Curriculum Framework, as determined in the European Framework of Reference (European Parliament and the Council of the European Union, 2006). Initiative and entrepreneurship are considered to be one of the key competencies that students need for successful functioning in new
and volatile market environments.
The National Curriculum Framework gives educational institutions (kindergartens, primary
and secondary schools) the ability and obligation to implement entrepreneurship learning as a
cross-curricular theme, which is in accordance with the aforementioned European concept. The
starting point is the fact that this is a student competence whose development does not fall within one of the existing school subjects listen in the curricula, but in all educational areas, and all
subjects, while the possible reason may also be the proportionate workload of students caused
by the number of existing school subjects and schedule. In the description of entrepreneurship as
a cross-curricular theme several aims are listed as the main objective of the development of entrepreneurial competencies of students: development of personality traits and knowledge, skills,
abilities and attitudes necessary to an individual in order to function as entrepreneurial person
that is successful in both life and business. Apart from the implementation in individual subjects,
cross-curricular themes can also be achieved in the form of joint projects or modules. Processing
cross-curricular topics, including entrepreneurship, is not presented in detail, except from being
prescribed as mandatory in all subjects.
The National Curriculum Framework just announced that the development of that cross-curricular topic will be taken into account during future curricular programming for particular subjects, and in both core and differentiated part of the curriculum. Schools are left with the obligation of developing and devising ways in which to pursue entrepreneurship learning as a crosscurricular theme, and high competence and effectiveness of performance are expected of the
teachers.
National Strategy for Entrepreneurial Learning 2010-2014 is considered as an indicator of implementation of European policies and a very significant step forward in the entrepreneurial education in the Republic of Croatia (Elezović et al., 2012). The main objectives of the Strategy are:
1. to sensitize the public about entrepreneurship and develop a positive attitude towards lifelong
learning for entrepreneurship, and 2. to introduce entrepreneurship learning and training as a
key competence in all shapes, types and levels of formal, non-formal and informal education and
learning. Nevertheless, it stems from the fact that the systematic development is the most effectively achieved through the formal education system, within the regular school system. For this
purpose, accompanying Action Plan for the period from 2010 to 2014 (hereinafter referred to as
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the Action Plan) contains a series of measures, targets and concrete activities to be implemented, one part of which refers to a system of elementary education, which is the subject matter of
this paper.
Via the Strategy and the Action Plan was, for example, predicted that a web portal on entrepreneurial learning for all types of formal, non-formal and informal education will be created by
2010, as well as the system for teachers’ participation in curriculum development. Furthermore,
it was planned to complete the curriculum for entrepreneurship in the field of preschool, primary and secondary education by the end of 2012, and its full implementation was announced by
2014. It was announced that each year, from 2011 to 2014, 25% of teachers and professionals will
receive an education in the process of training for entrepreneurship and that by 2012 necessary
special manuals and textbooks and didactic and methodical materials will be drafted. The Strategy and the Action Plan also stipulated, at the level of schools themselves, that during the period
of their validity at least 25% of primary schools will establish a cooperative or a training firm, and
all secondary schools will establish a training firm, and that the improvement of cooperation and
networking between schools and businesses and scientific-research institutions, as well as the
partnership between educational institutions, will enrich and enhance entrepreneurial programs
and projects, increase the transfer and exchange of knowledge, and more.
With the majority of measures, targets and actions in the Action Plan relating to formal education, including primary education, the Ministry of Science, Education and Sports was proclaimed
a holder, in cooperation with other institutions. When it comes to curriculum and training programs development, motivating teachers, education management, teacher training, involvement
in curriculum development, development of schools as “entrepreneurial schools,” the design and
implementation of appropriate curricular and extracurricular activities to foster entrepreneurial competences, production of manuals, textbooks and other didactic-methodical materials, the
Ministry of Science, Education and Sports and the Education and Teacher Training Agency were
proclaimed holders.
In the time before the adoption of the Strategy and the National Curriculum Framework, in a
study entitled “Key competencies, ‘learning how to learn’, and ‘entrepreneurship’ in the primary education in the Republic of Croatia” (Jokić et al., 2007), an analysis has been conducted on to
what extent are entrepreneurial competences present in the document titled Educational Plan
and Program for primary schools (Ministry of Science, Education and Sports, 2006). The starting
point was the introductory part of the general document and the plans and programs of some
selected subjects in which these activities, according to the authors, are found most often in European curricula: Science Education (Nature and Society), Technical Education and Geography. It
was concluded that, although the introductory part of the Curriculum for primary school entrepreneurship competences does not explicitly mention them, a range of personality traits and specific skills are highlighted and they can be identified as elements of the concept of entrepreneurship in education. However, in the review of programs of individual subjects, the authors have
come up with less favourable conclusions: “... one gets the impression that these themes and concepts focus on content units in the narrow sense of specific knowledge. In other words, themes
and formulated educational achievements of examined curricula for Science Education, Technical
Education and Geography do not mention the development of skills and competencies, including
entrepreneurship competences. In this sense, formulated objectives that have been identified as
related to some elements of the development of entrepreneurial personality in the introducto-
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ry part of the Educational Plan and Program (Curriculum) for primary schools remain unrealized
in the development of curricula, and as such have solely declarative value.” (Jokić, 2007, p. 40).
Despite the fact that entrepreneurial knowledge at that time was not a part of primary school
curriculum, therefore it was not systematically taught in primary schools in Croatia, the authors of
the aforementioned study (Jokić et al., 2007) sought to address the issue of students’ understanding of some basic concepts related to entrepreneurship. It has been determined that the majority
of eighth-grade students did not learn the basic concepts of entrepreneurship.
Subsequent analysis titled “Representation of entrepreneurial content in secondary schools”
(Elezović et al., 2012) conducted in 2011 with the aim of determining the (non) existence of the
target enterprise content, and to simultaneously investigate the awareness and attitudes of students and teachers of secondary schools towards entrepreneurship. Based on the results, the National Centre for External Evaluation of Education and University College of Economics, Entrepreneurship and Management “Nikola Šubić Zrinski” plan to develop recommendations and guidelines for the systematic introduction of teaching entrepreneurship in secondary education. An
analysis of curricula for senior grades in high schools: grammar school, vocational and art schools
which was implemented using content analysis method showed that the prevalence of entrepreneurial content is at the moment very low. The authors report that entrepreneurship as a compulsory subject occurs in 8% of the sampled schools, and entrepreneurship keyword is mentioned in
only 15.4% of curricula in a number of economics subjects.
In terms of student results, determined on the basis of objective criteria and subjective evaluation, the authors state the following: “Total results for awareness of entrepreneurial content
is under expected average.” “Students evaluate their theoretical and practical knowledge of entrepreneurial regions in the Republic of Croatia as below average” (Elezović et al., 2012, p. 44).
Conclusion of the above mentioned analysis is that the results of the study “... indicate the current status and acknowledge the need for systematic inclusion of entrepreneurial learning in order to create competitive workforce that is able to respond to the challenges of self-realization of
each individual in terms of modern global competition.” (Elezović et al., 2012, p. 43).
Since both the aforementioned analyses have been published several years ago, one before
the adoption of the Strategy (primary schools), and the other at the middle of its application (secondary schools), at the end of the five-year period of its validity, the need arises for evaluating its
performance and identifying to what extent have the desired effects been achieved.
Since education is one of the key components of entrepreneurial environment, primary, secondary and tertiary education are continually evaluated with regard to their contribution to the
creation of entrepreneurship competences, in a research conducted by the Centre for Small and
Medium Enterprise and Entrepreneurship Development Policy each year, which is presented in
the report: “What makes Croatia (non) entrepreneurial country?” (Singer et al., 2011). In these
studies in ten-year period (2002 - 2011), regarding the contribution of education to entrepreneurial skills of people, Croatia had been below or at best at the average with monitored countries,
so-called GEM countries (Global Entrepreneurship Monitor). In the data for the year 2011 among
the ten lowest graded statements as much as two were related to primary and secondary education, and read: “Primary and secondary school education pays adequate attention to entrepreneurship and opening of new businesses” and “Primary and secondary school education provides
adequate knowledge of market economy principles.” Therefore, among the recommendations of
the aforementioned study it has been pointed out that the formal education system should pro-
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vide an appropriate education for the acquisition of such competence during formal education,
from primary school to university.
The Report on Small and Medium Enterprises in Croatia in 2013, including GEM research results for Croatia in 2012 (Alpeza et al., 2013), indicates a slight increase in the perception of the
quality of entrepreneurial education at the primary and secondary level of education when compared to 2011 (on a scale from 1 to 5, the average score rose from 1.88 in 2011 to 1.95 in 2012),
but Croatia still remains below the average for the countries included in the GEM research, whose
average was 2.03 in 2011 and 2.05 in 2012. The authors conclude, when it comes to primary education in Croatia, entrepreneurship is only sporadically mentioned in the curriculum and is promoted depending on the preferences and knowledge of the teacher and/or principal.
It should be specially emphasized that in the meantime we have witnessed a series of notable
efforts in the development of entrepreneurial learning, by schools themselves, as well as a number of other interested organizations and experts. Their efforts towards the development, testing and implementation of entrepreneurship learning programs and development of instruments
for monitoring and evaluating programs are visible, manuals and various professional materials are being produced, thematic conferences are being organized, teacher training is periodically being implemented, various researches are conducted and projects applied, there is a continuation with already implemented activities such as entrepreneurial weeks for preschool institutions, primary and secondary schools, students’ cooperatives, training firms, presentations, festivals and fairs, and other significant activities aimed at teaching entrepreneurship in preschools,
primary and secondary schools, as well as at higher education institutions. It is reasonable, however, to raise the question of to what extent have the individual activities planned by the Strategy
“reached” schools and teachers who are expected to systematically and effectively implement a
quality education for entrepreneurship in everyday educational practice.

2. Purpose, objectives and hypotheses of the paper
The main purpose of this paper, at the end of the five year period of the Strategy for Entrepreneurial Learning 2010-2014, is to evaluate the extent to which the objectives and activities outlined in the Strategy, and measures, targets and actions from the Action Plan, in parts relating to
primary education, have been implemented and realized.
In relation to the basic division into three types of evaluation: evaluation of the potential, evaluation of program implementation and evaluation of outcomes, i.e. impact on the target population (Kulenović, 1993), this paper primarily focuses on the evaluation of the implementation of
the Strategy (whether and in what degree has the planned been achieved), and partly on the evaluation of its outcomes (whether and at what level have the desired effects been achieved).
The objective of the research were as follows:
1.

To examine the extent to which, according to principals, at the primary school system and
primary schools themselves certain goals and actions outlined in the Strategy have been
achieved - implementation of certain elements of the Strategy

2. To establish the extent to which, according to principals, expected results are being achieved within educational work and to which extent are students’ entrepreneurship competences prescribed by the Strategy being developed (personality traits, attitudes, knowledge and skills) - students’ entrepreneurial achievements.
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The following hypotheses have been defined for the aforementioned objectives:
1. Individual objectives and activities outlined in the Strategy, and measures, targets and actions from the Action Plan relating to primary education have not been achieved, or have
been realized on a small scale.
2. Effects in schools and achievement of primary school students planned by the Strategy
have not been realized or have been realized on a small scale.

3. Data collection and processing methodology
3.1. Formation of the sample and data collection
In the Republic of Croatia in 2013/2014 school year there was a total of 887 primary schools
(Ministry of Science, Education and Sports, 2014). The study refers to the primary schools using regular curriculum, founded by the Republic of Croatia, i.e. regional and local government
units, while private and religious schools, and also schools for students with disabilities, have not
been included because of their organizational and (potential) program specificity in the research.
Therefore, pursuant to the purpose of this paper, total population is comprised of 849 general
Croatian primary schools, i.e. their principals who were the source of data for this research.
In order to achieve proportional territorial structure of the sample, in the formation of the
sample we used stratification according to regional characteristics. We have used two regional
divisions: division into five regions: Southern Croatia or Dalmatia, Western Croatia or Istria and
Kvarner, Eastern Croatia or Slavonia, Northern Croatia and Central Croatia, and the division into
three NUTS 2 statistical regions: North-West, East or Pannonian and South or the Adriatic region. Within the North-West region there are six counties (Zagreb, Krapina-Zagorje, Varaždin,
Koprivnica-Križevci and Međimurje County and the City of Zagreb), Eastern region includes eight
counties (Bjelovar-Bilogora, Virovitica-Podravina, Požega-Slavonia, Slavonski Brod-Posavina, Osijek-Baranja, Vukovar-Srijem, Karlovac and Sisak-Moslavina County), while Southern region includes seven counties (Istria, Primorje-Gorski Kotar, Lika-Senj, Zadar, Šibenik-Knin, Split-Dalmatia and Dubrovnik-Neretva County). The division into three NUTS 2 regions is in line with the criteria of the European Union’s regional policy of balanced economic development and incentives
through the Structural Funds, and such division was adopted in the negotiations during Croatian
accession into the European Union and is incorporated into the Regional Development Strategy of
the Republic of Croatia 2011-2013 (Ministry of Regional Development, Forestry and Water Management, 2010).1 Although since then there has been no consensus on the regional division of the
Republic of Croatia, this regional division is often used since NUTS 2 regions to some extent represent comparable units based on population size, homogeneity of statistical units, natural geographical features and historical tradition. (Lovrinčević, Marić and Rajh, 2005).

1

According to European Nomenclature of spatial units for statistics (French: “Nomenclature des unités territoriales statistiques“ NUTS) the entire area of the European Union is divided into spatial units (statistical units) at several levels: NUTS1, NUTS 2 and NUTS
3. Pursuant to classification, NUTS 2 level is made of areas with at least 800 thousands to a maximum of 3 million inhabitants. The aim
is to allow balanced collection of comparable statistical data which are used as a basis for implementing cohesion policy of the EU since structural fund users are not member states in their entirety, but individual regions at NUTS 2 level provided they meet the criteria
emanating from statistical parameters, for example, under-average BDP per capita at NUTS 2 region level.
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Using random selection, at least 50% of appropriate counties have been included from each
of the regions. The sample was thus comprised of primary school principals from Dubrovnik-Neretva, Istria, Karlovac, Koprivnica-Križevci, Krapina-Zagorje, Lika-Senj, Zadar, Međimurje, OsijekBaranja, Primorje-Gorski Kotar, Split-Dalmatia, Virovitica-Podravina, Vukovar-Srijem and Zagreb
County and the City of Zagreb. In each of the participating counties, heads of county expert councils2 have, in accordance with pre-agreed procedure, conducted surveys with primary school principals in their territory during official meetings to which all principals had been invited (in a minority of cases through the official e-mail correspondence), which minimizes the possibility of some
unwanted systematic factor affecting the structure of the sample. The anonymity of participants
was respected, as promised.
Using the aforementioned combination of stratified, random and convenience (indiscriminate) sampling we achieved, as presented in Table 1, the appropriate structure of the sample according to school size, settlement size and regional affiliation, as variables with assumed effect
on research results. In terms of size, the sample consisted of a total of 271 principals and is close
to one-third (31.9 %) of the total number of primary school principals in the Republic of Croatia.
Table 1. Sample structure by school size, settlement size and regional affiliation
Variable
School size according to number of students

The share of participants in the sample
f

Up to 200

81

%
29.9

Up to 400

83

30.6

Up to 600

61

22.5

Up to 800

30

11.1

More than 800

16

5.9

Total

271

100.0

Up to 2,000

69

25.6

Up to 5,000

75

27.8

Up to 10,000

30

11.1

Up to 50,000

41

15.2

Up to 100,000

21

7.8

Settlement size according to population

more than 100,000

34

12.6

Total

270

100.0

No data

1

Region

2

North-West

92

33.9

Pannonian

100

36.9

Adriatic

79

29.2

Total

271

100.0

Includes heads of County Assemblies: Mirjana Bazijanec, Davorka Deur, Vinko Grgić, Zdenko Ilečić, Marica Jurčić, Biserka Matić-Roško,
Lidija Miletić, Željko Modrić, Božena Nikoletić, Davorka Parmać, Zoran Pavletić, Jadranka Sabljak, Sanjica Samac, Božena Slunjski and
Marijana Štimac, to whom we wish to thank for their help in conducting this questionnaire.
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3.2. Questionnaire used and contained variables
Since the aim of this study was to find out whether concrete objectives and activities of the
Strategy have been implemented and achieved near the end of the five-year period, a specially
drafted questionnaire was used. The questionnaire is based on a review of the Strategy and appropriate Action Plan and the selection of those tasks of the Strategy, i.e. goals and activities of
the Action Plan, which relate to primary school system, or the system of formal education, including primary education, under the authority of competent Ministry of Science, Education and
Sports as a single holder or in conjunction with associated Education and Teacher Training Agency.
Creating a dedicated instrument, without prior normative data, is necessary and justified
“when it comes to specialized programs conducted on specific categories of clients for whose
features there is simply no appropriate measurement procedures.” (Kulenović, 1993, p. 286). Before the implementation of the survey, the questionnaire was provisionally applied with an aim of
achieving appropriate formulations and selection of appropriate items, while its factorization is
omitted in line with the objectives of this study, since the aim was to examine the extent to which,
in the opinion of school principals, each of planned elements of the Strategy has been achieved.
The questionnaire is titled “Questionnaire on the implementation of the National Strategy for
Entrepreneurial Learning 2010-2014” and it contains 24 items relating to selected goals, tasks and
activities of the Strategy and the Action Plan, in part relating to teaching entrepreneurship in primary education. They can be grouped into the following four logically connected categories pertaining to the following variables (items in the questionnaire):
1. objectives / activities that should have been implemented at the level of the education
system (8 items): management education, teacher training, compilation and publication of
curriculum, teachers’ involvement in curriculum, establishment of a system for the exchange of experiences, web portals, drafting manuals and textbooks, development of didactic
and methodological materials
2. objectives / activities that should have been realized at the level of schools (8 items): the
availability of necessary training for teachers, the opportunity for students to participate
in the cooperative, at school cooperatives fair, in training firm, at training firm fair, achieved cooperation between schools and scientific institutions, cooperation with businesses
and local community, and the cooperation and networking between schools on program
development
3. achieved expected outcomes (improvements / effects) in schools (4 items): realization of
teachers’ motivation, establishment of an atmosphere of “entrepreneurial school”, systematic implementation of curricular and extracurricular activities for entrepreneurship,
achievement of significant quantitative and qualitative changes in teaching entrepreneurship
4. actual outcomes (competencies) for students (4 items): development of personality traits associated with entrepreneurship, adopting attitudes about the importance of entrepreneurial orientation to life and professional development, adopting ways of thinking,
knowledge and skills needed for starting entrepreneurial ventures, acquisition of basic
economic, market and financial knowledge
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Participants were asked to give their assessment of the rate in which each individual claim or
item in the questionnaire has been achieved using Likert scale of five points: 1, no; 2, to a lesser
degree yes; 3, partially yes; 4, mostly yes and 5, yes.
Although these results are not the subject of this paper, the principals have been asked, trough
the following 13 items of the Questionnaire, about further improvements of entrepreneurship
learning as follows:
5. what should be provided to primary education system in the future to support the successful entrepreneurship learning in primary schools (5 items)
6. how should, in their opinion, entrepreneurial content and learning be implemented in
primary schools (8 items)
The methodological limitations of the study could stem from the fact that it relies on estimates of the participants. However, we used available expert sources of information containing
objective facts about the realization of the Strategy and the Action Plan (principals are educational managers of schools authorized for the functioning of the overall educational endeavour and
for the development and educational activities of the school), and even the share of their personal impressions in essence does not reduce the practical significance of the results of applied research, since both have an impact on the entrepreneurial activity in schools, which is the main
subject of this paper. Although the Strategy is educationally and socially, and even economically, extremely important document, so far, according to our knowledge, evaluation studies have
not been published. “Even checks made with modest means, using the weaker methodological
framework may have great significance if the area or specific task lacks in appropriate quality indicators. The worst solution is systematically avoiding any evaluation and continuing with works
on the basis of elusive and “intuitive” ideas and hopes regarding its effectiveness.” (Kulenović,
1993, p. 291).

3.3. Analysis of results
Data analysis was performed using the SPSS computer program. In this paper, in accordance
with set evaluation questions, the emphasis is on descriptive indicators and absolute and relative
frequencies and arithmetic mean and standard deviations were calculated and presented graphically and in tables for each of the items.

4. Results presentation and discussion
Authors of the study “Key competencies ‘learning how to learn’ and ‘entrepreneurship’ in the
primary education in the Republic of Croatia”, which was published before the incorporation of
entrepreneurship competencies in the National Curriculum Framework predicted, since the very
concept is undefined and unexplored and since the instruments for measuring and monitoring
development of entrepreneurship competencies at the primary education level do not exist, that
“... the introduction of entrepreneurship competencies in primary schools is actually a case of one
political decision slowly being translated into the language of education, teaching and learning.
It will take considerable time for these political decisions to be translated into effective methods
for teaching and learning on the one hand, and into quality measurement and analysis on the other.” (Jokić, 2007, p. 26).
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Although, of course, it could have been assumed that the goals, objectives and actions outlined in the Strategy and the Action Plan, regarding primary education, will not be fully met, the
results suggest that in general they have not been realized at all or have been realized in a very
small extent.
Table 2 contains opinions of school principals on progress made in the implementation of objectives, tasks and activities set forth in the Strategy and the Action Plan at the level of primary school system. With very high frequency of “no” responses and “to a lesser degree yes”, principals have almost unanimously, with very low average scores, claimed that in the previous five
years basic program and didactic requirements had not been met. Their responses indicate that
curriculum for entrepreneurship had not been developed and published (84.0% of answers “no”
and “to a lesser degree yes”; M = 1.49), furthermore, there are no manuals and textbooks (88.1%,
M = 1.48), other didactic and methodical materials (88.4%, M = 1.43), and announced web portal (87.9%, M = 1.45).
We think that the current situation, in which learning for entrepreneurship as a cross-curricular theme is left without any elaboration within National Curriculum Framework and program design is left to schools and teachers, is not sustainable and satisfactory result cannot be expected,
especially given the fact that other necessary requirements have not been met. As highlighted by
some authors, “it is absurd that the Educational Plan and Program for primary schools does not
include any content related to entrepreneurship” (Babić and Šitum, 2013, p.34), while the National Curriculum Framework emphasizes entrepreneurial competences among the relevant learning
outcomes (competencies). This shortcoming has been empirically proved by the aforementioned
analyzes of representation of entrepreneurship content in curricula for primary and secondary
schools (Jokić, 2007, Elezović, 2012).
Another poorly ranked item is implementation of educational activities: training of school
managers (78.2% of predominantly negative responses, M = 1.67), teacher education (82.7%, M
= 1.65) and involvement of teachers in curriculum development (81.9%, M = 1.61). Slightly better score, at the level of the average score of “to a lesser degree yes” is seen for the established
system of exchange of good practice (68.2%, M = 2.00). Although, given the above, that may be
the result of a planned and systematic work on achieving objectives and activities of the Strategy, such results could also emanate from the needs of the schools and the teachers themselves
to, in the absence of necessary programs, materials, training and instruction, help each other by
exchanging useful information.
According to the data presented in Table 3, principals have stated that even at the level of
schools themselves the objectives and activities of the Strategy have been achieved at a very low
level.
As accepted and in practice quite prevalent type of learning for entrepreneurship, the highest
graded was given to students’ opportunity to participate in school cooperative (M = 2.54) and the
participation of teachers and students at school cooperatives fair (M = 2.35). Responses for these
statements are dichotomized, which stems from the fact that a part of primary schools have
school cooperative, while others do not. Unlike secondary schools, where the same are more pervasive, it is clear that most primary schools have no organized training firms (M = 1.25), and that
students and teachers are involved at training firms fairs in a very small extent (M = 1.35).
In the Croatian educational system school cooperatives are one aspect of the so-called extracurricular activities in which it is possible to achieve the development of entrepreneurship com-
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petences. School cooperatives in Croatia have a long and rich tradition since the 1950s (Bučar
2008, according to Babić and Šitum, 2013). In the Educational Plan and Program (curriculum) for
primary schools from 2006, the notion of school cooperatives implies farms, household, beekeeping, basic crocheting, embroidery and knitting techniques, decorating school gardens and
similar. School cooperatives have so far placed an emphasis on the specific knowledge and skills in
technological areas (Elezović, 2012), but are always production-market orientation and strive to
achieve economic success (Bučar 2008, according to Babić and Šitum, 2013) with an emphasis of
work being the means and the goal of education, and according to the new definition of the competences by the curriculum, school cooperatives can have and do have an important function in
the field of entrepreneurial development of students.
Training firms are organizational forms used in teaching by which “in the performance of real
business processes and simulated circulation of goods, services and money the acquisition of
competences necessary for self-management sectors, and management of small and medium enterprises are ensured (Tafra, 2011, according to Elezović, 2012, p. 30).
The aforementioned research on awareness and attitudes of secondary school students on
entrepreneurial topics (Elezović et al., 2012) showed that significantly more informed are the students of those schools that have additional economic activity: school cooperatives, training firms,
or both. The same study found that twice and more secondary school students stated that in their
school student training firms are organized as a part of entrepreneurship related activities, while
school cooperatives are not prevalent.
In terms of cooperation on entrepreneurship learning programs, it can be concluded that results are very modest: collaboration between schools and businesses and the local community
is realized on a small scale (M = 1.93), cooperation with scientific institutions is even rarer (M =
1, 50), and, unfortunately, cooperation and networking of schools for the purposes of developing and implementing entrepreneurship learning programs is also at low levels (M = 1.44). The
question referred to the cooperation not only between primary schools, but also with secondary
schools, since cooperation with secondary schools and teachers of appropriate profile could significantly enhance entrepreneurial programs in primary schools and their performance.
It has already been stated that, in the opinion of principals, teachers are not offered appropriate training (Table 2), and now it is clear that such training has not even been available (M = 1.71,
Table 3). It seems that the situation has insufficiently changed in comparison to the findings of the
study from 2007: “In addition, a large percentage of respondents (69%) believed that teachers in
their schools are not adequately trained for teaching entrepreneurship. When assessing aspects
of training that are considered most useful for teaching entrepreneurship competences, teachers have usually claimed that they need training which would allow them to acquire knowledge
in the field of entrepreneurship (76%), and to master the appropriate teaching methods and skills
(39%)” (Jokić et al., 2007, p. 80).
Other studies have also found inadequate training of teachers for the development of students’ entrepreneurship competences and have emphasized the need for the improvement of the
current situation (Domović, Baranović and Štibrić, 2007).
The justification, but also the necessity of investing in human resources and a positive coherency between education and productivity no longer needs to be proven, but systematic and comprehensive education of school professionals, planned by the Strategy, has not been adequately implemented.
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The most commonly used concepts of entrepreneurship education are education “about”,
“for” or “through, using” entrepreneurship (Oberman Peterka, 2013). Some of these categories
mean the following: education about entrepreneurship - the goal is to understand entrepreneurship and its role in society, with an emphasis on the acquisition of theoretical knowledge about
entrepreneurship; education for entrepreneurship - the goal is to train the students for starting
and managing business enterprises with an emphasis on the practical entrepreneurial skills; education through entrepreneurship - the goal is to develop an entrepreneurial mindset and behaviour, where the outcome is an enterprising individual with adopted entrepreneurial competences and values. There is also an education in entrepreneurship - which aims to enable businesses
to manage growth and development of businesses, with a focus on existing businesses where the
outcome is the entrepreneurial potential of growth and development (Sedlan-König, 2012, according to Mujanović, 2013).
Among the teachers there are differences with regard to the concept of entrepreneurship education: teachers about entrepreneurship that convey theoretical knowledge differ from teachers for entrepreneurship that should have certain personal business experience, or teachers who
teach through entrepreneurship, leading students through entrepreneurial activity. It is believed
that in Croatia high number of higher education professors teach entrepreneurship without having any experience in entrepreneurship which places even a greater emphasis on the need for education, training and development of teachers in the field of entrepreneurship education (Oberman Peterka, 2013).
Undoubtedly, this is also the case with primary school teachers, especially since their profession is not associated with entrepreneurship, but they still need to teach it as a cross-curricular
theme.
From the above, recommendations have been drawn to the Ministry of Science, Education
and Sports for the development of a detailed pedagogical framework for entrepreneurship education at various levels of education (Oberman Peterka, 2013).
It is reasonable to ask to what extent is it realistically to expect that a large proportion of
teachers can acquire the necessary competence at the desired level through targeted professional development, and thus become adequately and comprehensively trained in the development
of entrepreneurship competences of children. “We need to acknowledge the undisputed fact that
the teachers who, by their personal characteristics, are not inclined to entrepreneurship, and majority of teachers are like that, will rarely develop appropriate competences needed for the development of entrepreneurship competences in students.
Therefore, the concept that everyone will contribute something in his/her subject, and that
such practice will produce desirable outcomes, is very doubtful.” (Vojnović and Manojlović, 2011,
p. 72). Therefore, in our opinion, learning about entrepreneurship should, inter alia, also partially
be implemented by specialized teachers, through various forms of extracurricular activities. This
recommendation has already been stated (Vojnović and Manojlović, 2011) because of the possibility that, as a cross-curricular, entrepreneurship content will in practice be processed fragmentally, and not systematically, which is why it is proposed that at least once during their primary education (preferably in the seventh grade, partly due to the psychological and developmental characteristics in that age, partly because of the matching with professional information activities) all
students receive a well-rounded and holistic learning program for entrepreneurship, either continuously throughout the year, one semester or concentrated over a few weeks.
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Following the previously presented assessment of the degree to which objectives set by the
Strategy have been implemented, results presented in Table 4 are not surprising, according to
which school principals have in a very small number of cases considered that an atmosphere of
“entrepreneurship school” that encourages, supports and develops entrepreneurship values and
way of thinking has been established or has been largely established (77.2% mainly negative and
4.8% positive responses, M = 1.77). Also, in most cases (83.4%, M = 1.68) participants believed
that the educational system has not achieved significant quantitative and qualitative changes in
terms of entrepreneurship learning and development of entrepreneurship competences in students. At a slightly higher level, though far from satisfactory, they graded the degree of motivation of teachers for the inclusion of entrepreneurship learning in the educational process (M =
2.06) although, given the above, the question can be raised as to which extent has that been a result of planned and systematic effort towards realization of goals set by the Strategy, and to what
extent does that result stem teachers’ characteristics and efforts.
From Table 4 it is clear that the systematic implementation of curricular and extracurricular
activities that serve entrepreneurship learning have largely or fully been implemented in only
14.1% of schools, and partly implemented in another 22.3% of schools, which certainly constitutes a low score (M = 2.16), but can be considered partially satisfactory with respect to inappropriately organized conditions mentioned in the tables above (Tables 2 and 3).
Actual outcomes achieved by the students are also evaluated as low, which relates to all aspects of entrepreneurship competences: entrepreneurship personality traits, entrepreneurship
attitudes and entrepreneurship knowledge and skills in economic and entrepreneurial areas. Relatively best results, according to estimates by principals, had been achieved in the systematic development of the personality traits associated with entrepreneurship, such as independence, initiative, creativity, reasonable risk-taking and other (M = 2.26), which is a demand derived from
the Educational Plan and Program (Curriculum) for primary schools, and not only from the objectives of the Strategy and the National Curriculum Framework. Lower levels of attainment has
been achieved in student understanding and adopting entrepreneurship attitudes important for
professional development and career planning (M = 2.02), even lower score has been achieved in
the acquisition of thinking, knowledge and skills for starting and managing businesses ((M = 1.92),
while the lowest average score was the acquisition and usage of basic economic concepts and
market and financial principles (M = 1.88).
In a paper that has “timely” dealt with the expected limitations in the implementation of the
Learning for Entrepreneurship Strategy and the National Curriculum Framework (Vojnović and
Manojlović, 2011), model for predicting job performance developed by Sherman, Bohlander and
Chruden (“can” x “will “ = achieve; 1 x 1 = 1) was used after upgrades by the authors, in which their
original “formula” was extended by two factors: “a fraction” is multiplied by the conditions provided to teachers for that purpose and then divided by the expectations that have been placed
on the teachers regarding entrepreneurship learning results. By introducing “expectations” in the
denominator of the original fraction the authors wanted to warn that with excessive expectations
(more than 1) even the teachers with who had already achieved high competence for entrepreneurship learning (“can” x “will”), and the question is how many teachers have achieved that, will
not be able to achieve the desired result. Similarly, by multiplying the fraction with “conditions”,
if suitable conditions are not created and are much lower (less then 1), the authors wish to warn
that neither the teachers who “can” and “will” will not be able to overcome them. On that occasion a concern was expressed that the level of expectation in terms of entrepreneurship learning
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placed in front of the teachers by society and the educational system is very high, while “... with
regard to conditions: resources (time, resources, materials), organizational solutions and permanent professional and other support, the aforementioned documents, except to some extent in
the part relating to training, are not promising enough.” (Vojnović and Manojlović, 2011, p. 71).
Now, based on the empirical results presented in this paper, it can be concluded that the
fear was only partially justified, since the implementation of the Strategy has been inadequate
in both the terms of professional development and in the terms of curriculum. It was impossible
to assume that during a nearly five-year period since the introduction of the National Curriculum
Framework and the Strategy curriculum/program for learning about entrepreneurship will not be
developed, to which principals warn with their low grades.

5. Conclusion
Near the end of the five-year period since the adoption of Strategy for Entrepreneurial Learning 2010-2014 and the associated Action Plan for the period from 2010 to 2014, and the same
amount of time since the adoption of the National Curriculum Framework for Pre-school Education and General Primary and Secondary Education, it is necessary to evaluate whether the
planned measures and activities have been implemented and, more importantly, whether desired
effects have been achieved in schools and among students.
Although the systematic evaluation requires complete objective data that has been systematically obtained, for the purposes of this study we relied on estimates by primary school principals, who, as pedagogical leaders, are authoritative source of information on implemented and
achieved goals of entrepreneurship learning in primary schools.
Taking into account the methodological barriers related to the use of subjective and one-time
(summative) assessments, given the sample size (one third of the total population of primary
school principals in the Republic of Croatia) and the representativeness of the sample, in response
to set hypothesis we can conclude the following:
1. The largest number of measures, objectives and activities planned by the Strategy for primary education has not been achieved, i.e. it has been achieved in a very small extent.
At the level of the primary school system that equally applies to offered and completed education for school principals and teachers, appropriate web portal for learning about entrepreneurship, manuals and textbooks, other didactic and methodological materials, the system of participation of teachers in curriculum development and ultimately to entrepreneurship curriculum itself, which has not been drafted or published, and the best, although still low, grade was given to
the system of exchange of experiences and good practices.
In primary schools, the opportunity to participate in the work of school cooperatives and fairs
was the most common opportunity for students to learn about entrepreneurship, while training firms were not nearly as present, and all forms of cooperation in entrepreneurship programs
were rated low, with relatively the best but still very low, grades being achieved in the area of cooperation with businesses.
2. Achievements in primary school students provided by the Strategy had been achieved in a
very small extent.
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In particular, it relates to mastering the fundamentals of economic and entrepreneurship
knowledge, skills and mindset, while the views on entrepreneurship and entrepreneurially oriented personality traits had been developed in relatively greater extent, but still insufficiently. Outcomes in schools prescribed by the Strategy have also been achieved in a very small extent. The
motivation of teachers and the efforts to systematically implement entrepreneurial learning activity, although at a low level, estimated to be slightly better than the actual realized entrepreneurial “environment” school and achieved significant qualitative and quantitative progress in
learning for entrepreneurship, which are very low score.
Strategy for Entrepreneurial Learning 2010-2014 was an important step forward in the introduction and development of entrepreneurship learning, but despite the contribution of a number
of institutions and organizations and individual experts, the fact remains that the Action Plan, at
least when it comes to primary schools, has not been realized in a planned, systematic and comprehensive way. We have determined low to very low levels of implementation of a number of
elements of the planned Strategy and Action Plan, as well as the achieved results in schools and
among students, which in future will require significant qualitative and quantitative changes and
larger and more organized efforts by the holder and co-holder of that demanding and responsible task in order for desired results to be achieved in this educational area that is of particular individual, social and economic importance. The complexity and importance of the topic requires
further applied research, focused on the analysis of the current situation and the development
and evaluation of effective educational, organizational, programmatic and didactic-methodical
solutions which would allow schools and teachers to implement a planned, systematic and comprehensive work on the development of entrepreneurship competences of students, thus providing expert-scientific foundations and practical guidelines in the area of introducing and improving entrepreneurship learning.
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Education of entrepreneurs about importance
of recognition and prevention of workplace
violence as an important uncertainty reduction
factor in the business enterprise
mr.sc. Gabrijela Budimir Šoško

Abstract
Recent data about workplace violence are unfortunately showing an alarming increase.
Workplace violence can take different forms, such as abuses related to work assignments,
social isolation, verbal assault, and attacks directed to employee’s private life, insults and
physical violence. In this paper focus will be placed at wider aspect of violence, encompassing all kinds of unwanted workplaces behaviour, since personal and organizational consequences of either workplace mobbing, sexual harassment, abuse, physical or psychological
violence are very serious and significant.
Also, the most of researches that are dealing with workplace violence are suggesting an education, as the first and the most important measure that helps in early recognition and prevention of these negative behaviours. Since there are very clearly suggestions in existing literature that there is a correlation between workplace violence and occurrence of higher
rate of absenteeism caused by employees physical and mental illnesses, as well as frequent
changes of jobs, early retirement, greater inclination of leaving the organization, a workplace violence proactive educational policy can play significant role.
Conducted secondary research using the method of abstraction, description, comparison and classification, showed that there is a relationship between employees exposure to
workplace violence and existence of educational policies that contain formal workplace violence procedures in the direction that companies that have educational policies that ensures higher awareness, better employee’s education and documented formal workplace violence procedures, have less rate of occurrence of workplace violence.
The aim of this paper is to highlight the importance of including of workplace violence procedures in entrepreneur’s educational policies, as the factor that significantly contributes to
workplace violence prevention, as well as positive outcomes that comes out as indirect benefits of this type of education. Additional aim is to increase general awareness of this problem and its considerable personal and organizational damaging consequences that any entrepreneur should not ignore.
Key words: Entrepreneurship educational policy, workplace violence

1. Introduction
The recent data are showing an alarming rise of workplace violence, no matter what type of
company is in question. There are different types of workplace violence happening, from physical
to different forms of psychological violence that are coming from company, itself. The problem
is that workplace violence consequences are numerous and severe. Therefore, it is crucial to understand that workplace violence prevention has extremely important role in company’s success
since it prevents damaging of very important success factor - the human capital. This paper com-
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prises wider aspect of the workplace violence, comprehending the violence, as all kinds of mutually unwanted behaviour (Parker & Griffin, 2002), no matter if there is a physical, psychological,
workplace mobbing or sexual harassment in place. The main focus of this paper is placed on prevention of workplace violence through an education, since the most of this type o violence, except of violence cause by clients, that are coming out from the company itself, especially from
the dominant organizational culture, as well as its successful control implementation. The education about this problem should be an economical tool prevention of this phenomenon, as well
as an indirect tool for reduction of uncertainty, that is constant factor in today’s business reality.

1.1. Subject and purpose of paper
According to the Workplace Bullying institute, a non profit organization from Washington (The
Workplace Bullying Institute, 2003, 37% of employees stated that they were workplace mobbing
victims and 49% of them were witnessing to workplace mobbing. Exposure to workplace mobbing
and violence in general in European Union, as well as in Croatia, is extremely upsetting (European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions, 2010.). Namely, it is broadly existing problem (Quine, 1999) that deserves devotion of serious attention. Also, the damaging
consequences on employee’s health and on the organization itself are very severe. It is a fact that
this is the problem that deserves proper attention (McPhail, 1996). Taking mentioned into consideration, there is a question arising – Can an entrepreneur afford not to conduct workplace violence preventing measures? The purpose of this paper is to highlight the importance of creating
entrepreneur’s educational policies that are dealing with workplace violence as well as increasing
of workplace violence awareness, which will not only prevent personal and organizational damaging consequences, but produce other positive outcomes, too.

1.2. Hypothesis
Due to aim to define the basic problems inside researching topic, the following hypotheses
were set:
H1 There is correlation between educational policy and workplace violence phenomena in direction that proactive educational policy that contains detailed workplace violence preventing
and controlling measures influence to lower rate of workplace violence.
H2 There is correlation between existence of workplace violence and absenteeism rate and an
inclination of leaving the organization due to number of damaging consequences in direction that
higher rate of workplace violence influence to higher rate of absenteeism and greater inclination
of leaving the organization.
In order to proof or disproof of defined hypotheses, as well as to make additional argumentation for their determination, there are statistical overviews shown and some graphical analysis in
order to better comparability and more understandable interpretation.

1.3. Methods
The secondary researches were conducted by collecting the data from different professional books, papers, official documents and online databases. Also, methods of abstraction, description, comparison, classification, as well as method of analysis and synthesis were used.
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2. Results and discussion
2.1. The workplace violence phenomenon
There are many definitions of workplace violence and they differ depending on author (for example: Barling, 1996; Bulatao and VandenBos, 1996; Lanza et al., 1991; McPhail, 1996; Mullen,
1997; O’Leary-Kelly et al.1996). The main distinction is in differently focused point. For example,
some authors concentrate on violence and aggression that are motivated from organizational
sources and others are making clear differentiation of violence and aggression itself. Beside mentioned authors, it is interesting to see a definition of workplace violence from U.S. Department
of Labour Occupational Safety and Health compared to one produced and accepted by European
Agency for Safety and Health at Work:
– “Workplace violence is violence or the threat of violence against workers.” (U.S. Department
of Labour Occupational Safety and Health Administration, 2002).
– “Incidents where staff are abused, threatened or assaulted in circumstances related to their
work, including commuting to and from work, involving an explicit or implicit challenge to
their safety, well-being and health (European Agency for Safety and Health at Work (2009).
The second definition is widely accepted in European Union institutes, since it contains three
important elements: abuse1, threats2 and assault3. Similarly, The World Health Organisation
uses a wider definition of workplace violence: “An intentional use of physical force or power,
threatened or actual, against oneself, another person or against a group or community that either results in, or has a high likelihood of resulting in, injury, death, psychological harm, wrong
development or deprivation.”(Krug et.al., 2002).
Generally speaking, there are a few types of workplace violence: violence related to the work
assignments, social isolation, private life attacks, verbal threats and insults in front of other people and physical violence (Zapf, 1999). Some authors have developed different classifications. So,
Mayhew (Mayhew, 2003) is giving three categories according to the source of violence: external
violence, client-initiated violence and internal violence. Similar categories are given by Californian
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (Californian, Department of Industrial Relations,
1995): planned robbery, events involving assault by someone who is either the recipient of the
object of a service provided by the affected workplace or the victim; and incidents involving assault by another employee, a supervisor, or an acquaintance of the worker.
In this paper focus is placed mostly at third category, violence that comes out from company itself as well as at wider aspect of violence encompassing all kinds of unwanted workplaces
behaviour (Parker and Griffin, 2002), since personal and organizational consequences of either
workplace mobbing, sexual harassment, abuse, physical or psychological violence are very serious and significant. Some workplace violence literature comprise an aggression only (for example

1

2

3

„Abuse: Behaviours that depart from reasonable conduct and involve the misuse of physical or psychological strength. Abuse covers
all forms of harassment, including sexual and racial harassment, bullying and mobbing.” (European Agency for Safety and Health at
Work, 2009).
„Threats: The menace of death, or the announcement of an intention to harm a person or to damage their property”. (European
Agency for Safety and Health at Work, 2009).
Assault: Any attempt at physical injury or attack on a person including actual physical harm
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Keashly and Jagatic, 2003), excluding all other violence behaviours in the workplace. It also should
be noted that there is a literature (example Bacharach et al., 2007 or Lim and Cortina, 2005) which
are, when speaking about workplace violence, using the term “sexual harassment”, which means
that they are including sexual assaults as well. It is particularly important since these assaults are
affecting significant number of employees and company that tolerates sexual discrimination encourage the perception that sexual humour is acceptable one Boxer and Ford, 2010).
There are theories – The Social Information Processing Theory (Salancik, 1978) and Social
Learning Theory (Bandura, 1976), which are stating that people use behaviour that are seeing in
their environment as a key for their own behaviour pattern. Consequently, employees are accepting values and norms by watching other employee’s behaviour (Argote and Ingram, 2000).
It means that cultures that accidently reward aggressive behaviours, actually encourages the future aggression as well O’Leary-Kelly et al., 1996). Even behaviour that comprises smaller disregard of civility norms can cause considerable consequences on memory worsening, reduced ideas creation and lowering of verbal assignments execution (Porath and Erez, 2009). It also can produce greater absenteeism and reduced working efficiency (Sliter et al., 2012). Researchers are
confirming that violation of equality, security, respect, and civility norms are lowering company’s
productivity and employees well being (MacKinnon, 1994; Carter, 1998). Since the organizational culture includes values, believes and custom system inside some organization, and this system
are interacting with formal structures producing behaviours norms (Sikavica and Novak, 1993),
there are many researchers conducted that are implicating relationship between organizational
culture and frequency and severity of workplace violence phenomena (Boxer and Ford,2010; Einarsen, 1999; Rayner et al., 2002; Suton, 2007). An important thing is that these behaviour norms
are mainly influenced and created in accordance with existing company’s policies, existing or nonexistent practice of education of entrepreneurs and employees as well.
The importance of workplace violence is recognized by European Union by conducting several
measures as Framework Agreement on Harassment and Violence at Work (Eurofond, 2006) that
was published by BUSINESSEUROPE, UEAPME, CEEP and ETUC, on 26.04.2007., and it undoubtedly condemn all types of abuse and violence and makes reference to national laws and European
Union’s directives that are brought out in previous years.4
The reason for this awareness could be extremely upsetting data about workplace violence
victims recorded in European Union, as well as knowledge about damaging consequences on employee’s health (Table 1) and on the company in general. It has been proved that workplace bullying directly influences to company profitability, which means that solving, i.e. preventing and controlling of this problem should be very important issue for any entrepreneur in accomplishing his
business goals as well (Keashly and Jagatic, 2003).

4

The Directive 2000/43/EC about implementing the principle of equal treatment between persons irrespective of racial or ethnic origin,
dated 29.6.2000.; The Directive 2000/78/EC about establishing a general framework for equal treatment in employment and occupation, dated 27. 11.2000.; The Directive 2002/73/EC about on the implementation of the principle of equal treatment for men and women as regards access to employment, vocational training and promotion, and working conditions, The Directive 89/391/EC about improvements in the safety and health of workers at work).

Table 1. Individual consequences related to workplace bullying
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enced over 53% of employees (Rayner, 1997) and they have over fifty thousand cases of rape and
sexual harassment in the workplace (Lee and Kleiner, 2003).

5

There is total of 610 murders in the United State at workplace in 2007.
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It is interesting, that there is a correlation between great costs and work related consequences. European commission is warning about this disturbing amount. It is estimated that these costs
are 20 billions EUR (European Working Conditions Observatory, 2010).

2.2. Uncertainty and stress as factors that contribute to workplace
violence
Although, physical violence is present and it should not be ignored, psychological violence,
in a form of workplace mobbing is according to some data (Wilson, 1991) the highest stressor in
the workplace environment, and it is believed that happens three times more than sexual harassment (Namie, 2003).
Results from research about working condition that was conducted in some European union country in 2010, more precise in Greek, Luxemburg, Sweden, Finland, France, Italy, Belgium,
Spain, Denmark, Netherlands, Germany, Great Britain, Portugal and Ireland (European Working
Conditions Observatory, 2010), are showing that 28% of employees believes that they have consequences regarding their health caused by work related stress. Almost the same percentage,
28,4% of employees from countries that at that time were candidates6 for entering in European
Union, also claimed the same.
The stress and the workplace violence are connected in many ways. Actually, the workplace
violence as a major cause of stress, significantly contributes to unhealthy working environment.
Vice versa, stressful working environment can cause aggressive behaviour of employees and other types of workplace violence. There are some researches that proved that some stressors are
more damaging than the others. The Karasek – Theorell’s „The Demand/Control Model (Karasek
and Theorell, 1990), shown in Figure 2, Siegrist’s „The Effort/Reward Imbalance Model“ (Siegrist,
1996) and Shehadeh-Shain’s „A General Model of Influences on Wellness in the Workplace“ (Shehadeh and Shain, 1990) are studying that type of stressor and their influence to the health and
safety of employees. All of mentioned models are determining working conditions, as the main
factor that contributes to the stress creation and potentially, workplace violence. They think that
combination of low job control and high job pressure represents especially strong cause of stress
(Leymann, 1990; Einarsen et al., 1994; Hoel et al., 2001). The Karasek-Theorell model was tested
in just a few empirical studies regarding the workplace violence (Rodriguez-Muñoz et al., 2009;
Tuckey et al., 2009; Baillien et al., 2011), but their results are supporting this model, as a good
framework for studying of this subject.

6

Cyprus, Rumania, Lithuania, Slovakia, Hungary, Poland, Estonia, Slovenia, Check Republic, Latvia, Bulgaria and Malta
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Figure 2 The Karasek–Theorell The Demand- control model
Figure 2. The Karasek–Theorell The Demand- control model

Reference: Karasek and Theorell, (1990).

Reference: Karasek and Theorell, (1990).
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Figure 3 The incidence of violent behaviour by types
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the multiple relations between the work related stress and workplace violence. For sure, situations
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and workplace violence phenomena in direction that proactive educational policy that contains
detailed workplace violence preventing and controlling measures influence to lower rate of workplace violence, as well as existence of correlation between existence of workplace violence and
absenteeism rate and an inclination of leaving the organization due to number of damaging consequences in direction that higher rate of workplace violence influence to higher rate of absenteeism and greater inclination of leaving the organization.
Finally, in order to reduce these uncertainty factors, every entrepreneur should invest time
and resources in educational measures that will ensure timely recognition and prevention of
workplace violence. These educational measures should include regular training and education
for all employees and managers, effective workplace violence prevention policies, efficient system that timely discover risk factors that cause workplace violence through early warning signs
and detailed prepared response plan for as many situation as possible. Quality of education and
its results are crucial for preventing and controlling of behaviours that at the end have multiple
damaging effects, for employees and company’s business results.
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Summary
Women entrepreneurs are largely behind the number of men involved in entrepreneurial
activities of individual countries, but we can also distinguish between countries where women’s entrepreneurship is an extremely dynamic segment within the small business sector.
In the world most of the companies are in majority ownership of women, while in Europe,
women make up half the population, but only a third are represented in entrepreneurship.
Croatia is on the 28th place of women’s participation in entrepreneurship from a possible 32
countries covered by the project.
Women and men are burdened with numerous obstacles within the enterprise such as the
underground economy, difficult access to financial resources, lack of liquidity, etc. The differences are that female entrepreneurship has a lack of support from society in the organization of family life, then the traditional understanding of the role of women within the enterprise, as well as some competition.
Nowadays working environment requires emotional stamina and resistance to frustration,
and women are just such a character because they have self-control, stability, expressed in
attitudes, they do not make decisions quickly, and therefore such decisions are slower, but
better and more rational. It is also important to note that women are not included in the
large investment ventures, but these are jobs that women entrepreneurs create more stable and long-lasting.
Timely information and knowledge and their exchange at all levels is the need for networking of women. It is for such reasons women in entrepreneurial ventures require the support
of the government of a country, as well as the support of international organizations.
We distinguish between women entrepreneurs that are due to the crisis entered the selfemployment program to ensure the existence and women entrepreneurs who are very successful in the corporate environment, but they want much more than that, like starting your
own business ideas which can ultimately be very successful.
It is very difficult to balance work and personal commitments, therefore, this that should be
encourage are flexible working educational institutions of preschool children, as well as parental leave for fathers. In the world of entrepreneurship women actually represent a minority, it needs a huge support for their potential to be expressed, proved and realized . In
recent years, according to statistics, about 30 percent of companies in the Republic of Croatia is majority-owned by women, which is in the European level.
The previous strategy of encouraging female entrepreneurship shows progress, but not
enough, so the new strategies of female entrepreneurship are being prepared by 2020. that
puts the emphasis on greater involvement of women in the business world.
Key words: women entrepreneurs, subsistence, competitiveness, business environment,
potential
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Introduction
According to many statistics, economic activity and employment of women is much lower
than for men. Economic activity of women depends on the type of business, it is very developed
in the agriculture and service sectors, and not developed in industrial areas. High rates of female
participation in the labor market were the result of political and economic systems which maximize employment rather than profits. In recent decades, the participation rate of women in the
labor market is approaching those of men, although there are still significant differences. The reason for this is the high divorce rates, the decline in birth rates, productivity growth in the household, the higher education of women, which increases the opportunity cost of staying outside the
labor market.
Woman in her life plays a triple role, the role of mothers, housewives and working women.
Female workforce affect weaker operating conditions, reduced progression, inability sufficient
training, and wage differences. The fact is that civilization still determines woman second-class
status. Today’s legislation and equal opportunities for access to education still stand women inferior and unequal position in the labor market.
Women at high operating positions were put on notice that they do not have equal access to
any position in the hierarchy as men. Despite the many obstacles , women on their professional journey all the more confirms them self, there are becoming bolder and confident. It is important to point out that women have begun to link up, assist each other and self-organize them self.
There are many organizations that are trying to better the position of women in society, such as
the center Section manager of the association Manager.
The power of the brain overrides manual labor, communications technology creates global competition, innovation is more important than mass production, investment are buying new
concepts, rapid changes are constantly. Internet today is a global laboratory of information. Economic and technological paradigm increases in competitiveness and coherence bringing challenging opportunities that go beyond the imagination.
The power of the wealthy in capital lags with respect to those rich in information as speed,
flexibility, adaptively and creativity are the new criteria for successful operation of the enterprise.
Coming increasingly to the fore the development and inclusion of spiritual capacity, and less management of natural resources. Entrepreneurship occurs as a result of the requirement of the modern era.
Many authors consider that privatization, entrepreneurship, investment in knowledge, investing in new technology, investing in programs of small and medium enterprises represent the most
effective way out of underdevelopment and poverty.
In Western Europe, small and medium enterprises are one of the most vital factors of a market
economy and the development of entrepreneurship is driving the economy. Until ten years ago,
entrepreneurship was on the margins of interest, but today in a global distances scale is proved
as a successful creative process.
The structure of entrepreneurship is dominated by men, although during the last decade
women have made significant progress in the number of effective entrepreneurial ventures. Entrepreneurs use different style of leadership because they experience leadership as care for the
entire company using the skills of dealing with people. This interactive style of leadership involves
sharing information and power. Men are more likely to observe leadership as a series of transactions with subordinates, and for motivating they use the authority of their position.
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Women in business must learn how to maintain a balance between family obligations and
their ambitions and fight for his place in the world where business and enterprising women is still
relatively new. Sometimes entrepreneurial ambitions of women are great they give up on ideas
before they started to come true. Ambition and career are feminine nouns. Career women may
require a higher capacity for organization and concentration, the greater the challenge is, and
more intensive is the satisfaction with the success.
Female entrepreneurship is often cited as untapped economic potential. Women’s entrepreneurship in the current economic development of the Croatian has great significance due to the
high cost of capital and labor intensive business. Croatian Employment Bureau says that in 2009
the total number of unemployed university graduates is women 62%, therefore the potential to
be exploited.
In Croatia, the role of women in society is not adequate to their numerical representation, although the female population plays a significant role in the economic activity of the population.
The potential of women in business, politics and science does not establish an entirely because it
is not perceive a positive link between women managers and organizational success.
Most women agree that the main challenges that are ahead of them in the Republic of Croatia are of an economic nature. Women entering the independent entrepreneurial venture include
the lack of accurate and timely information on the development and incentive programs and institutions to support entrepreneurship at national and local levels.

The position of women, stereotypes and discrimination
between the sexes
Two-thirds of illiterate people in the world still are women, while women do two-thirds of jobs
in the world; men have a 90% real estate. In Croatia, it has been proven that women have about
a thousand kunas less pay, that 57% of women earn per month to 2,500 kuna, then that 17% of
women receiving up to 1,700 kunas a month and that 21% of women do not have their own income. Also, women typically do not own living space, and most of them carried two to three
hours a day with housework, which does not include child care. The role of gender varies from society to society, and the differences in the roles are determined by socialization.
Recent research on styles in management emphasis on those features which are mostly female and are considered essential for a new form of management, and are therefore referred to
as “women’s management.” We begin to live in a world dominated by words, action and logic, and
creativity, intuition and artistic inclinations are often subordinates.
Data on the unemployed by gender says that women make up the majority of the unemployed. These data suggest that entrepreneurship, small and medium, may partly provide a solution of unemployment. All over the world the rule is that to be fired is woman. For Republic of
Croatia it’s time to start in the to establish a specialized business centers for entrepreneurship
families and women.
A woman must coordinate professional and family life, and in the harmonization process it is
required greater effort for those women who want to reach the top of the hierarchy. There are
many stereotypes about women’s and men’s management, such as the fact that men are more
intellectual, emotionally stable and resolute, to appreciate the achievements and advances than
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women, and that a successful manager has male attributes. Studies do not bear it, and some of
these stereotypes simply depend on the circumstances.
Discrimination is defined as morally unacceptable act which violates human rights. Men and
women don’t have the same kind of training as well as there are different occupations for both
sexes. While men are more at technical faculties, women are in the humanities and sociology
faculties.
Management is treated as gender-neutral, which in turn only masks the unequal position of
women and men in management. During the past twenty years, the number manageress has increased and is constantly growing. Legislation requires that the position must be under the same
terms and conditions, regardless of gender, except in the case of the exceptions provided by law.
The laws contain at least the general principle that employers must ensure that women and men
advancing under the same conditions.
In recent years, the new forms of discriminatory behavior appear, because women are concentrated in lower employment and education of women is limited they are employed in the nonproduction sector and are set to less responsible positions of economic. Based on this have been
developed affirmative action measures such as contests designed just for women and the introduction of a certain percentage of women in management positions.

Women’s Entrepreneurship
The women’s emancipation battle for a place in the world because they were men intended
supporting roles. Business women have a higher level of social sensitivity than men. The power of
women is in communication, presentation, modesty and tendency to compromise, and the weakness of lack of confidence and courage. Women should not imitate men but should instead focus on their expertise and intuition because there are more attuned to the understanding of the
problem and help find innovative solutions.
Women managers’ leaderships is less autocratic, they become aware of their position in society, they are great organizers, responsible and loyal, patient, communicative and team players. In
addition to good education, women have the knowledge and skills that make it easy to manage
more complicated jobs and replacement. They have experience in management that they have
received at managing their households and in the former economy. The role of the mother is often identified management because it requires an organization, pace, balance, learning, management, observation, disabilities treatment and briefing.
The primary difference between the sexes is evident in childhood where to boys it is important to win, and girls to participate and develop good relationships. In the managerial structure
men is characterized by a hierarchical structure, and the female structure cobwebs. Managers often adopt male and females best leadership moves and so develop their own leadership style and
thus have a greater opportunity for successful managerial career. A different style of leadership
is based on well-developed so-called sixth sense and intuition, also from learning and education.
For the fairer sex is very important the visual side of thinking and acting. They are more permissive, flexible, feel a stronger need for understanding, peace and harmony.
Due to the small number of women’s representation in the management this area is poorly explored, because there is no concrete data and it is based on empirical research which used various statistics and qualifications. Despite numerous processes management remains the domain
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of power that is reserved for men because at the top there is still a few women. One of the obstacles to women’s management is so-called glass ceiling, or membrane that exists between middle
and senior management, bulkheads, which is composed of beliefs and traditions. The next obstacle is mentoring because in most cases, mentors are men.
We live in an era of rapid social and economic changes, the time that mostly strikes those social groups of the population who have the least power, especially young people, women and
children.
In the women’s entrepreneurship in most cases it’s about a small entrepreneurial venture that
enters the sphere of small and medium enterprises, which makes the driving force of the economy of the country. Despite the presence of stereotypical attitudes towards women entrepreneurship because of the backlog of patriarchal views, it has a special importance for countries in
transition.
In the area of gender

equality, it is important to allocate support of the economic empowerment towards women through the development of programs to reduce unemployment, increase
the proportion of women in business and to eliminate all forms of discrimination against women in the labor market and promoting a balanced gender representation in political decisionmaking, including legislative and administrative measures aimed at increasing women’s political
participation.
In the Republic of Croatia in recent years there had been established institutional mechanisms
at national and local levels for the implementation of gender equality, but proved to be ineffective due to the lack of vertical and horizontal coordination and coordination between them.
Women dominate in unemployment, and hence poverty risk increased significantly for women, particularly those of older age.
Women and men are driven by the same motives entering into entrepreneurship, the desire
for achievement; job satisfaction and independence. Women are the fastest-growing entrepreneurial population. Research shows that most women before entering the entrepreneurial activity was employed. Unemployed women are reluctant to entrepreneurship, primarily due to lack of
funding, which is a stumbling block for female entrepreneurship. Perceptual barriers are evident
in the initial capital, entrepreneurial skills and knowledge, as well as free time. Entrepreneurship
represents a path to greater independence, financial independence and a real chance for a better
position of women in economic and social areas.
Women’s Entrepreneurship in the Republic of Croatia in relation to other countries in the region is among the most developed. Despite a series of programs and incentives aimed at increasing their involvement, still on the Croatian market there is some kind of discrimination against
women. For example, the overall average wage differences between men and women in 2007
were 89.2% differing by industry.
In Croatia, on 100 adults aged 18-64 years there is 2.58 entrepreneurially active women, while
in the European Union the number of entrepreneurially active women averaged 3.54, therefore
due to this Croatia is ranked on 14 of 17 places. The number of entrepreneurially active men in
Croatia is 9.78 per 100 adults aged 18-64 years, while in the EU countries it’s average 7.36, and according to this indicator, Croatia is ranked second in a total of seventeen.
Entrepreneurs in Croatia has more comprehensive and realistic discern about the job, they
tend to be under someone else’s opinions and advice of associates. In Croatia, the attitude of
women entrepreneurs may best describe the word entrepreneur V. Mikez: “I live and work under
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the charge of the heart and enter into all business options that sound interesting. The most important thing is not to give up but to persevere in what is started, because life is like a big playground where the game is played until the end.”
Women entrepreneurs when they decide to go into business, face still a misunderstanding of
the environment, do not have equal access to credit programs, education and information, while
women globally, as well as in Croatia, manage plane, truck, gun, research project, the company
and the like.
Female entrepreneurship is most prevalent in the framework of trade, real estate, manufacturing, hotels and restaurants and other services. Female entrepreneurship can be successful
within all activities of economic structure of the national economy. Entrepreneurship represents
a way of better and more successful exploitation of the potential of women, and a chance for a
better social and economic position of women in society. Relying on her own skills, knowledge,
work and seeking new opportunities, women entrepreneurs creatiesher own material, economic
and social independence, including in its new projects new female labor force and contribute to
the development of society as a whole.
Entrepreneurship is most closely associated with the development of innovation, and innovation represents a competitive advantage. Neither the European Union in relation to the United States they did not exploit the entrepreneurial potential of women as a whole. The reasons for
restricting women’s innovative entrepreneurship are a woman’s choice of educational programs,
followed by difficulties in accessing capital because banks have high interest rates. Also there is
a lack of access to relevant technological, scientific and corporate networks in general. The limiting factor is the lack of role models, as well as institutions that entrepreneurs can turn to for mentoring and advice.
Women are more willing to share their achievements in education and obtained resources
with members of their families and their environment. Women are more prone to more persistent work for the immediate and wider business environment. Investment in women’s entrepreneurship in the economy represents a significant time exponential increase in demand and the
number of newly established entrepreneurial projects.
Ministry of Economy, Labor and Entrepreneurship, the last few years systematically promotes
female entrepreneurship through the “Women Entrepreneurs” aimed at the economic empowerment of women and the establishment of new small business entities. The user can grant amount
to a minimum of 5,000 kuna to a maximum of 8 000kuna.
The German government in cooperation with several ministries established the National
Agency for female beginners companies where it’s presented a unique national center with 16
subsidiaries whose aim is to provide information from different areas.
Female entrepreneurship is an important source of new employment, self-employment, new
business and economic development. Because there are a number of restrictions for women’s enterprise development (economic, social, gender equality), the aim is to contribute to improving
women’s entrepreneurship in Croatia: creating an environment, the available information, consulting services and customized training programs, the possibility of choosing economic independence by establishing their own businesses or trades therefore, self-employment.
Women talk a lot about their exploits and attempts, just makes them something to do, because in the modern processes of globalization and the transition they are the first to lose the
safe position and found themselves on the street without a job. They are ready to start with work
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even without worktable, no room, in their own kitchen, and then wait for the influx of money to
be able to develop your idea and form a real business. Transition and globalization are especially
materially jeopardizing the female population.
Female entrepreneurship is necessary for women because with it they become powerful,
more economically independent, able to manage their existence, and sometimes represent the
economic status of the family.
In the past, women were entrepreneurs, but it is not particularly emphasized. They rebuilder
the nation and the country after the wars from which many fathers, sons and brothers did not return or have long been in captivity.
Women make up about 30 percent of the entrepreneurial population in Croatia. Data from
Croatian Employment Service show that unemployment among highly educated first-time job
seekers, about 63 percent are women, and the most represented are those with a degree in law,
economics and medicine.
Gender stereotypes are harmful to self-esteem of women, such as the stereotype that women role of the mother interferes with work, that women are not for some jobs that are less capable in science, and that they are emotional. Women regardless of its bid and the results achieved
are continually exposed to negative feedback and negative images that the society sends them
so they are not gaining any confirmation of its value, and in time itself they begins to believe in
them. She begins to support them, which affects their image of themselves and their behavior because they may incorrectly assume that she does not have some merit, thus blocking its action.

Conclusion
In previous times the women fulfilled the role of mothers, wives and housewives, but now
they can be successful in two areas, business and family. They have not yet achieved equal status;
primarily due to problem in harmonize leadership position at work with family life.
Women entrepreneurs account for only one-third of all trades, and it’s similar in small and medium sized companies.
Business incubators provide additional lending assistance entrepreneurial ventures with an
acceptable interest
The change must be made in stereotypical and traditional thinking in the social environment,
companies and therefore women due to the loss of human potential. The government could affect the better status of women with their legislation, the establishment of various associations
to help Ratification of women in the business and political world. Uneven distribution of work in
the family, different influences environment and upbringing, and still lives the stereotypes about
women’s inadequacy for more responsible jobs.
Traditionalism is slowly being diluted; there are a lot of organizations that help women to become more confirmed and equal. Radical changes are necessary at the level of legislation, and to
equalize the position of both sexes within the employment system.
Differences between male and female entrepreneurship were created due to historical, ideological, socio-cultural, educational and socio-economic barriers. In Croatia there are a growing
number of women entering the world of entrepreneurship, although it is not enough because entrepreneurs are the economic potential to be better utilized.
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Entrepreneurship is a way for women to vote for her economic independence, for better social status and confidence booster. Croatia needs to develop new forms of financing of female entrepreneurship, increase the level of education of women, strengthen the confidence of potential entrepreneurs, and develop seminars and specialized training with the goal of recognizing entrepreneurial opportunities.
Actual and potential entrepreneurs constantly have to fight for their better economic and social position by investing in their own knowledge, skills, confidence building, creativity, and other business skills that will change the image of entrepreneurship division between male and female entrepreneurship.
The result of insufficient involvement of women in entrepreneurship are the lack of public
support in the form of a large number of infant nurseries and kindergartens with flexible working hours, lack of financial resources and lack of appropriate channels for the flow of information.
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Summary
Entrepreneurship is one of the key competencies of long-life education. In broader view of
the definition it qualifies people to be entrepreneurial, creative and innovative in every day
life while in the narrow view of the definition it educates them for establishment and successful management of business subjects. Upbringing and education for entrepreneurship
should be considered and taken care off during the whole time of formal education, starting
from preschool and throughout the high school education. That is the competence which
leads towards success of national economies and developed societies. Learning for entrepreneurship is of vital importance in high education as logical continuation of gaining knowledge and skills for successful private life as well as for successful leadership within the business. The entrepreneurship should be implemented in school curriculums of all kind of high
schools. Entrepreneurial knowledge and skills are needed by different groups and professions such as doctors, engineers, lawyers and many other business people. In order to promote those types of curriculums, to present them to public, to explain their importance and
to increase their popularity as a way of gaining knowledge, we need to utilize marketing process and activities.
Key words: Competence, creativity, curriculum, marketing, high education, entrepreneurship

1. Theory of entrepreneurship
The economic idea has been avoiding the role of entrepreneurship in development of economics and entrepreneur as a carrier of changes for the time being. It has been giving the importance to the technical approach to economic phenomena such as the role of technological element in the process of production (Barković, 2009, p. 13).
In the study of theory of entrepreneurship the holistic approach takes an important place.
Several dimensions are there which have the impact to the quality of entrepreneurship as a scientific discipline: socio-cultural, economical, psychological, and political and others as a minority.
Interdisciplinary of entrepreneurship can be seen from the fact that the specialist in economics is able to provide entrepreneurial knowledge only if he has developed communication skills,
scientific sensibility towards different paradigms, problems related to interdisciplinary management, knowledge of the problems he is faced with, aware of available analytical instruments and
committed to idea about interdisciplinary approach (Ibidem, p. 76).
Traditional concepts of entrepreneurship focus on three methodological approaches: personal, neoclassical and socio-cultural. Based on those approaches there are three important theoret-
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ical views on entrepreneurs and entrepreneurship: personal and psychological school, neoclassical economic theory and socio-cultural view (Ibidem, p. 79).
It is necessary for theory of entrepreneurship to focus on specialization and generalization in
order to achieve the goal of the entire development of the society.
Entrepreneurship is interdisciplinary term in which we find interrelated economic and non
economic factors as well as the fulfilment of theoretical picture of entrepreneurship as a scientific discipline and an entrepreneur as the one who is directly involved in entrepreneurial activities.

1.1. Definition of entrepreneurship
Until today, there is no unique definition of entrepreneurship. In practice and theory there
are different definitions of entrepreneurship and term entrepreneur. Some of them prefer the
personal and psychological view and some prefer non classical theories or socio-cultural schools.
Entrepreneurship is a holistic category. The most important definitions of entrepreneurship
take into consideration the following facts:
•

creative capability of an individual using limited resources in order to produce or accomplish certain economic activity

•

it is a development and creation of something new, such as new value

•

Combination of processes with personal characteristics considering certain level of risk.

Entrepreneurship could be defined as a process of creating new value while it requires time
and effort under the presumption of financial, physical and social risk expecting to result with a
profit and personal satisfaction as a reward (Škrtić, 2006, p. 2).
All definitions have something in common so we can conclude with a certain definition such
as: the entrepreneurship in broader view means activities which involve creativity, innovativeness, determination, independency, etc., while in narrower view it is the utilisation of chances and
resources in order to create new value with taking the rational level of risk.

1.2. Education for entrepreneurship
It is necessary to transfer theories about entrepreneurship into entrepreneurial practice; in
economics and society. The role of education is to transfer that knowledge.
The research in the field of entrepreneurial education creates several important questions to
the education system in general, especially to its academic level:
•

How to operationalize the concept of entrepreneurship in educational context?

•

Why is the question of entrepreneurship of high importance in today’s time of uncertainty
and complexity?

•

What is the meaning and what is the importance of entrepreneurial educational initiative
for organizing schools and universities as well as the competency of academic staff? (Barković, 2009, p. 316)

Special importance in high education is in developing vision and imagination of the creativity
and innovativeness or maybe by using rigid educational programs we narrow the field of development, creativity and imagination as a dominant factor of entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial growth?
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Conditio sine qua non of education for entrepreneurship is exactly the “braking” of current
stereotypes and creation of framework for new ways of thinking and understanding.
As a context of above mentioned it is not recommended to ignore some facts. They are those
which by using imagination and creativity in dialectical relation create new, free and more advanced awareness.
In current times the competitiveness of the companies is based on the knowledge and education. The company with more implicit and explicit knowledge is more sustainable on the market.
In that manner, it is useful to acquire a competence “to learn how to learn”. We often talk about
corporate knowledge and corporate education.

2. Relevant documents
Starting point and basis of the development of entrepreneurial knowledge and skills consists
of the economic documents. Strategic economic plans have impact on the development of entrepreneurial competencies which in the end are exposed as business qualification of an individual
and group. It is all oriented to the same goal: to make the society and national economy sustainable on the long term. The following European and Croatian documents are the basis for the creation of education for entrepreneurship:
•

Green paper and

•

Strategy of development of entrepreneurship in Republic Croatia 2013.-2020.

2.1. “Green paper”
Publication of the European Commission called Green paper – entrepreneurship in Europe,
shows and determines the importance of entrepreneurship for the entire development of Europe. It determines the ways of encouraging growth of numbers of entrepreneurs, explains the
terms and conditions required for companies to grow successfully and to approach the politics of
entrepreneurship with goals of achieving entrepreneurial society.
Europe must encourage the entrepreneurial spirit more, and it needs larger number of new,
successful companies willing to pick up the fruits of open markets, as well as get more involved
in search for commercial options and possibilities such as creative and innovative actions (Green
paper, 2003, p. 4).
In the Green paper we can find models of encouraging growth of number of entrepreneurs
in which the education plays an important role. It is the one of the basic documents showing the
educational system to maximise mobility with goal of educating and qualifying the entire nation
and society, as well as to become more entrepreneurial and more competitive from the economical and business point of view.
The final goal is to create entrepreneurial society which is dialectically developing in all its segments and proportional to its societal needs.
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2.2. The key competencies for long-life learning
In March 2000 The European Council in Lisbon has established new strategic goal for European Union: to become most competent and most dynamic economy of the world based on knowledge, competent for sustainable growth with more and better working places and bigger social
cohesion. One of the major components to such an approach is the promotion of new basic skills.
European Council in Lisbon invited all members, Council and Commission to declare European
framework and define “new basic skills” which should be gained during the long-life learning process. The framework should involve information and technological culture, foreign languages, entrepreneurship and social skills (Europska komisija, 2004).
The document determines the key competences of long-life learning where one of them is
entrepreneurship. It defines the term key competence which says that it is the combination of
knowledge, skills and attitudes adjusted to the context. The key competencies are those needed
by all individuals for their personal accomplishments and growth, active public life, social integration and employment. The entrepreneurship has given very important place within the European referential framework.

2.3. Strategy of development of entrepreneurship in Republic Croatia
2013-2020
Strategy of development of entrepreneurship in Republic Croatia 2013-2020 is established in
accordance with the Economic Program of Republic of Croatia 2013 with goal of strengthening of
entrepreneurial potential and enhancing the culture of entrepreneurship.
Entrepreneurship and economy of Republic of Croatia as well as of European union will grow
on the long term, only if the large number of Croatian citizens recognizes entrepreneurship as an
attractive option (Strategija razvoja poduzetništva u Republici Hrvatskoj 2013.-2020., p. 2).
In article 4 of strategic goals of previous strategy we can find the improvement of entrepreneurial skills as well as supporting long-life learning in small enterprises within the economy.
There are many relevant European and Croatian developmental documents determining entrepreneurship as vital competence oriented to social development and competitive sustainability.
All related documents are obligatory for education in order to implement entrepreneurship in
high education and educational system in general.

3. Entrepreneurship in educational system of Republic of Croatia
Considering needs of national economy as well as the society in general, entrepreneurship as
a key competence is becoming more and more discussed within the country.
Knowledge, competencies, success and competitiveness are strategic orientation of Republic
of Croatia. Changes in the world of market economy, European lifestyle, intercultural relations as
well as the influence of information technologies, scientific achievements and globalization processes, require effective adjustment of individuals and society. Those goals could be achieved
with systematic and long term adjustments in the system of education. Changes on the level of
high education are taking place already by applying Bologna process. Implementation and changes on lower levels of education and child upbringing are supposed to be done too. The starting
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point for systematic changes on the level of pre schools, primary schools and secondary schools
is a National curriculum for pre schools, primary schools and secondary schools (NOK) (Nacionalni okvirni kurikulum za predškolski odgoj i obrazovanje te opće obvezno i srednjoškolsko obrazovanje, 2010, p. 5).
In high schools for economics, the field of economics and entrepreneurship is more or less acknowledged as a key competence and it has been implemented in school curriculums. But in technical and some other social studies entrepreneurship is not studied at the acceptable quality and
quantity pace.
It is necessary to be aware of the fact that the entrepreneurship is a generic competence
which should be implemented in all fields. Everybody must be entrepreneurial; an engineer, layer, doctor, etc. In such a way, entrepreneurship should be implemented in curriculums of all kind
of schools and because of its importance the special attention should be given to entrepreneurship in high education.

3.1. High school education and entrepreneurship
Famous philosopher Alfred North Whitehead, 1932 in his written work “The Aims of Education” wrote: “Real function of University is imaginative collection of knowledge. Beside the importance of imaginational, there is no reason why business people and people of other professions
wouldn’t collect facts step by step when they feel the need for it. The University is imaginative or
it is nothing“ (Whitehead, 1932, p. 139).
The job of high schools is to unite experience, skill and creativity, imagination. The real power
of educational programs lays in the fact that using it we enable freedom of individual minds which
are than capable of recognizing how the insights in different concepts, understanding certain aspects should be adjusted to specific individual circumstances (Barković, 2009, p. 339).
High school education should “produce” highly educated individuals with significant combination of knowledge and skills from the entrepreneurship itself as well as from the symbiosis of
technical and social knowledge and entrepreneurial knowledge and skills.

3.1.1. Competencies’ approach
Creation of high school curriculum (regardless of the field of science) starts up with the precise
definition of educational outcomes, which once adopted become competence while appreciating
acquiring of certain qualification. As such, entrepreneurship as a key competence would find its
useful place within a curriculum of high school educational institution. When the education is expressed as a process of learning, than the goals are expressed as expected results with levels of
accomplished results or outcomes (Previšić, 2007).
Educational outcomes should be established on the level of programs and courses. The optimal number of educational outcomes per course is 4-10 and per program 15-20.
When defining the educational outcomes it is desirable to use The Bloom’s taxonomy of
knowledge in the field of cognitive part, while in the field of acquiring skills, psycho motoric domain (Simpson and Harrow). In the context of acquiring entrepreneurial competences it is necessary to determine knowledge, skills and attitudes which should be adopted during the process of
education.
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3.1.2. Content of the lectures and workshops
After determining educational outcomes it is important to create the content of the lectures
and a workshops within is possible to adopt planned educational outcomes. The content of lectures and workshops are thematic parts of contextual content which need to be broth together
with correlation to students’ load (ECTS points).
Entrepreneurial educational content comprises of all entrepreneurial themes which are related to educational outcomes and make the meaningful system. It comprises of the field of business economics, psychology, sociology, law and many other. Since the entrepreneurship is interdisciplinary science, it is necessary to include appropriate educational content. One of the important themes is the field of the development of creativity and innovativeness. The content should
also include the themes for the personal development of an individual.
Creation of the content of lectures and workshops in the field of entrepreneurship requires
also interdisciplinary knowledge of lecturers. It is important to be able to provide professional and technical knowledge as well as entrepreneurial and economics. Beside, it should all be didactically implemented and connected into parts of curriculum as meaningful and useful pedagogic part.

3.1.3. Methods of learning
In educational practice there are different methods of learning used: from lecturing in classes which is most common and most conservative because of functional reasons, via workshops
and case studies, until the learning by doing and participating in projects as more significant and
important way of acquiring entrepreneurial skills. By participating in projects students are part
of active learning process and working in teams helps them to be more progressive, creative and
innovative.
It is necessary to use the definition of entrepreneurship as a source of learning outcomes,
learning content and methods of learning as well as a model of evaluation of students’ educational outcomes from the field of entrepreneurship.
The immanent terms in entrepreneurship are creativity, imagination, innovativeness, profitability, risk, etc. Methods of learning together with all other parameters of quality education for acquiring entrepreneurial skills must follow the key terms of the core of entrepreneurship. Lectures
and workshops must be creative, innovative, and full of imagination, there must be team work.
Otherwise, what would be the meaning of education if we would use only the lecturing and conservative frontal lecturing methods? Or only presentation style of teaching? Methods of learning
how to acquire entrepreneurial skills, knowledge and attitudes must follow the principal of methodical pluralism: to use all methods of learning available and applicable to achieve certain level of educational outcomes.
It means that lecture or workshop could start up with very short introduction to entrepreneurship terms and follow to use other methods: such as brainstorming about specific entrepreneurial subject, students form group or team with specific researching task given by lecturer or
mentor. In order to solve the task or given problem they all participate; lecturer and students together. Process must end with acquiring certain entrepreneurial and managerial skill which must
be objectively evaluated on individual level.
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3.1.4. Evaluation of learning outcomes
All acquired learning outcomes must be evaluated individually. It is very demanding but still creative to determine a model of assessing level of entrepreneurial knowledge – cognitive part, skills
– psycho motoric part and attitudes – affective part of acquiring entrepreneurial competence.
Especially is challenging to match assessment according to learning outcomes of individual
when they work in team: when they have a common task. It is important to give student the mark
to his index, rather because of technical but not imaginative and creative reasons. It is also necessary to match and adjust that part of creative process of gaining entrepreneurial competence
(knowledge, skills and attitudes) with assessment of an individual.
In that context it is possible to use model of assessment recommended by Bloom’s taxonomy
of knowledge which defines 3 major domains:
-

Cognitive and affective created by Bloom, Krathwohl and

-

Psycho motoric created by Simpson and Harrow.

Finally, it is essential to asses the level of achieved educational outcomes in terms of entrepreneurial knowledge, skills and attitudes.

4. Marketing aspect of education for entrepreneurship
Within the marketing aspect of education for entrepreneurship we must consider importance
of researching the market of education, creation of products and services in a form of curricular
activities, curricular content and promotion of entrepreneurial programs and approaches to pricing and distribution of the program. Communication with the carefully selected target market as
well as the combination of well chosen communication instruments plays the important role too.

4.1. How to market curriculum?
In order to decide on major marketing decisions in promotion of curriculum in entrepreneurship in high education firstly we have to be aware of the fact that marketing is the process by
which companies create value for customers and build strong customer relationships in order to
capture value from customers in return (Kotler, 2006), therefore it is very important for all; public
and private sector, governmental educational agencies as well as all national and private educational entities to contribute in marketing effort when it comes to curriculum. Marketing is also a
societal and managerial process by which individuals and groups obtain what they need and want
through creating and exchanging value with others. In order to build profitable customer relationship we have to manage demand, analyse marketing opportunities, select target markets, develop marketing mix and manage marketing effort.
Education for entrepreneurship can not be the responsibility of only those schools that provide the program of entrepreneurial learning because it consists of more values and competencies offered to its clients (in that sense known as students). Those values are contribution to
whole societies such as the Croatia as a country consisting from small and medium enterprises
and logically the education for entrepreneurship is not only for some or few occupations but (as
mentioned previously) for all sectors, fields and industries.
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Marketing of curricular approach to learning for entrepreneurship should be perceived as a
national value added to every type of school, especially high school. Until now we are witnessing
programs for entrepreneurial learning mostly in schools associated with management and economics but it is much more than that; it is there for lawyers, doctors, engineers, hairdressers, media community, etc. Entrepreneurship is simply present in all professions.
Marketing mix of good curriculum for entrepreneurship should consist of its product/service
description, values for students and future graduates, way of distributing knowledge through different institutions, target market selection in different types of high schools, pricing principles
from completely financed by government to half-private and fully private tuition, and combination of communication instruments such as public relations, advertising, merchandising and direct sales.
Strong bound with private and public sector’s marketing efforts can be driving force in education for entrepreneurship in Croatia.
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Abstract
The function of financing is one of the primary functions of each company. It consists of
making three fundamental decisions: decisions about investing, financing decision and the
decision on the distribution of dividends. Financing of companies differs by maturity, by the
origin of the source of funding, according to the owner of the use of financial resources and
in accordance with the different accounting treatment of business events according to International Accounting Standards and the Croatian Financial Reporting Standards.
This paper presents the specifics of financing sources by short maturities, and the treatment
for short term financing through loans, factoring, issuing commercial papers and spontaneous financing. The funds raised by short term financing are commonly used to perform operations or to settle outstanding obligations. Short term financing is used because of the
benefits arising from the timing factors. The basic advantages of short term financing are
the ease of loan approval, the cost of capital and flexibility.
Key words: Croatian Financial Reporting Standards, International Accounting Standarsd,
short term financing, sources of financing

1. Pojam financiranja
In the wider sense, the financing involves a dynamic process of obtaining money for current
and developmental needs of businesses, investments in cash, refund and dynamic process of harmonization (Orsag, 1997, p. 5-6). The place where the supply and demand of funds meet each other is called the financial market. Financial markets can be organized or spontaneous. In a broader sense, the financial market includes credit market and the interbank money market. The main
actors in the financial market are the initial and final bidders seeking the funds, likewise there are
primary and secondary markets. With regard to the duration of the claim under the securities financial markets can be divided into:
•

money market and

•

capital market.

Money market is a market of short-term securities and the capital market is the market of
long-term securities. The main financial goal of the company is maximizing the profit to the owners of capital and the survival of the company. This goal is a logical consequence of the system of
private property. That is why it’s normal that owners tend to themselves provide maximum economic benefits, because of maximization of assets, wealth and well-being of the owner which is
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also the chief financial company’s business goal. Financial strength is the auxiliary objective of financial management and financial management. The quality of financial strength determines the
ability of business. Therefore, if there is no quality or ability to pay, finance, investment, etc. there
is no possibility of good management and survival of the company.
In the conditions the globalization of business and turbulent environment companies need
to create strategies which include flexibility and the ability to anticipate changes in the environment. To survive and grow companies have to build sustainable competitive advantages. Competitive advantage occurs when a company uses strategies which do not use current or potential
competitors. Therefore, every financial manager needs to obtain funding under the most favorable conditions in the global markets, ensuring that the financial plans, financial control and performance measurement.

1.1. Types of financing
According to the period of the availability of the sources, financing is divided into: (Marković,
2000, p. 6-7):
a) SHORT-TERM FINANCING – In this financing sources are short in duration and are available
for a period of one year. It is used for financial investments in current assets (working capital). Current assets can be funded using several forms of short-term financing:
•

spontaneous financing,

•

secured and unsecured financing,

•

emission of commerical papers and

•

other sources.

Spontaneous financing includes accruals and trade credits. Short-term secured and unsecured
funding includes financial institutions typically commercial banks that approve short-term loans
without coverage. Unsecured short-term loans are loans that creditors approve on the basis of
creditworthiness, primarily liquidity situation of debtor.
Secured short-term financing can be realized by loans of financial institutions or issuing of
debt or equity securities. Secured loans are almost the rule in foreign trade, as in the case of lending to new businesses. Secured short-term loans of financial institutions are granted on the basis
of collateral coverage.
In the case of financing by issuing commercial paper funds can be obtain generally only for big
companies with a high rating. This applies especially to raise funds in convertible currencies in the
international market, such as Europeanmarket of commercial papers.
The Bank, as a rule approve a credit line to the company as the basis for the emission of papers, and the companies are able to eliminate because of risk of non-payment customer records,
to obtain funds at rates lower than bank interest rate for first-class borrowers The Bank, as a rule
approve a credit line to the company as the basis for the emission of papers, so the companies
are able, because of eliminating of risk of non-payment customer records, to obtain funds at rates
lower than bank interest rate for first-class borrowers (Vidučić, p. 318, 326).
Other sources are sources which can be used temporarily, or in very specific conditions. This
may include funds of depreciation which, when they are available in the account, can be used except for the financing of long-term investment and financing current assets.
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b) MEDIUM-TERM FINANCING – in this form of financing sources are available for a period
of 1 to 5 years. It is used for medium-term investment in machinery, equipment and the
like which can’t be financed from short-term or long-term sources because of unfavorable
conditions for obtaining short-term loans by issuing commercial papers, shares, bonds and
the like.
c) LONG-TERM FINANCING – in this form of financing sources take a long time and are available for more than 5 years. They may be:
•

1) TERM SOURCES – which have maturity deadline longer than 5 years (long-term loans, emission of bonds and the like).

•

2) NO-TERM SOURCES – which don’t have maturity deadline and which are permanently avaible (long-term capital, retained earnings, etc..). These sources make permanent capital of the company and are used for a financial investment in long-term
assets and the development of the company.

1.2. Funding rules
On the basis of scientific knowledge and experience of market economy both the money and
other property, there are numerous funding rules.
The application of these rules in practice should provide “healthy” financing implying permanent solvency and profitability.
Funding rules do not provide a direct answer to the question of how the company should be
funded in every credit situation.
Funding rules should be applied flexibly, because it just shows the direction the company
should seek appropriate solutions.
Important funding rules are (Orsag, 2011, p. 142):
Horizontal fundung rules – give guidelines how should be the relationship between the individual parts of assets and the individual components of liabilities (sources), in order to achieve and
maintain solvency and profitability of the company.
Vertiacl fundung rules – give guidelines how should be the ratio of the individual parts of passive, funding sources at the origin (your own or someone else’s sources), per availability of resources (short- or long-term).
Other rules of financing – in these other rules it is important to emphasize rule of financing 2:
1 and 1: 1.
According to this rule of financing 2:1 company needs to one half of current assets financed
out of current liabilities, and the other from long-term sources.
Rule of financing 1:1 requires that the sum of cash, short-term securities and short-term receivables is equal to the sum of short-term funding sources.
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2. Financing company with short-term sources
2.1. Financing by issuing commercial papers
Commercial paper is the portable, short-term debt securities (maturity of up to one year), issued on behalf of, in dematerialized form, which is a direct, unconditional and unsecured obligation of the issuer, and allows the issuer to settle short-term needs, so that the issuer, depending on market conditions, issue tranche of of papers, which is within the limits established by the
program.
Some of the advantages of financing through an issue of commercial papers for issuer are:
•

financing at a competitive market rate and to reduce the cost of financing,

•

reducing credit exposures to commercial banks,

•

allows the release of assets from mortgage,

•

quick source of funding without unnecessary paperwork,

•

diversification of funding sources,

•

access to the market of short-term securities,

•

allows more efficient access to the market of long-term securities,

•

after the establishment of the program allows the raising of funds within three days.

The maturity of individual tranches of commercial papers is typically 91, 182 or 364 days, however tranches may be issued for other maturities whereby maturity can’t be shorter than 7 or
longer than 364 days. In Croatia, as compared to American and European practice of issuing commercial paper, commercial papers are issued with slightly longer term. Secondary market of commercial papers is still illiquid. But this trend is present in American practice where secondary trading commercial papers is almost negligible. There is the common for investors to buy commercial
papers with the intention of holding them to maturity.
Commercial paper is an unsecured marketable “bonds” with a maturity of one (1) year. The issuer of commercial papers agrees to the buyer (owner) of commercial papers to pay the amount
indicated on the commercial paper (nominal value) plus the agreed interest on the maturity date.
By selling commercial papers, these companies borrow short-term funds on money market as
a rule from a large number of small creditors, natural and legal persons (Orsag, 2011, p. 27-30.).
The success of emission (sales) of commercial papers affects (Marković, 2000):
a) interest rate carried by commercial paper, must be greater than the interest rate on a
fixed-term one-year savings to be paid by the bank.
b) discounts on goods - (“sweetening agents”) in order to attract as many customers issuer
is often committed to their products or other goods sold at a discount if goods are paid
commercial bills in their respective facilities.
c) bank support, to make investments in commercial papers less risky and to attract more
customers, companies often issue commercial papers whose payment (principal and interest) bank guarantees. Commercial papers can be paid prior to the maturity date, but
not earlier than three months from the date of issue. The main advantage of commercial
papers as short-term source of financing is that they are as a rule cheaper than short-term
loans to commercial banks. In developed countries, the interest rate on commercial papers
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is the generally 1% to 6% lower than the basic rate of bank loans to companies, the highest
rank.
Since the commercial papers are long-term securities, for their issue it doesn’t need authorization of the competent authority, is already sufficient decision by the appropriate bodies of the issuer.
Commercial papers read as follows at nominal value, but they are being sold at a discount. Their
prices are expressed as a percentage of the nominal value. For issuer of commercial papers discount is , in the sale of, expense and deferred income and for investors future income. On maturity date the issuer pays the holder of the commercial papers a nominal fee and to recorded interest expense.
Unlike traditional bank loans, of commercial papers issue of can be achieved in a very short period of time, provided that there is already outlined program of issuing and that specific tranche
can be sold to interested investors within a few days. It is important to emphasize that the issuing short-term commercial papers can be financed only by large companies with many years of
business.
Unlike bank loans issuance of commercial papers implies collecting funds from different investors (banks, pension funds, insurance companies ...). Therefore borrowing is not limited to credit
limits specified by the banks, and this type of financing be cheaper from a bank loan.

2.2. Financing by short-term loans
Financial institutions, generally commercial banks, approve loans. As reimbursement for liquidity, the bank charged fixed or variable interest rates. Interests on short-term loans are generally fixed. There are loans with no cover-uninsured and to insured loans with collateral (Vidučić,
2012, p. 322). Unsecured short-term loans are loans that creditors approve the credit standing,
primarily liquidity of creditors. These are: the overdraft line of credit, revolving credit and loan
transaction. Secured short-term loans are: loan based on the pledged securities, loan, based on
the pledge of receivables, factoring receivables and loans based on the stock.
Except commercial banks, short-term loans are given and by companies which can borrow to
each other. Benefits of financing on short term loans are reflected in availability of small companies that do not participate in the capital market and money market so that bank loan is the only
available option of borrowing.

2.3. Spontaneously financing
Short-term assets can be financed and with spontaneous financing - accruals and trade credit.
The funding under the accruals is a result of a continuous course of business - the use of resources on a daily basis, with payment services and to meet commitments at specified time intervals.
In this way the company uses interest-free loan. Examples include staff salaries, contributions
and taxes which are paid subsequently in relation to the work performed (Vidučić, 2012, p. 318).
Commercial (commodity) loan is a loan which suppliers approve to customers by delivering
their goods with the option of paying within the approved period. The size of this loan varies
depending on the amount of procurement and customer reputation. Terms of approving these
types of loans depend on general conditions in the economy, the nature and character of industry suppliers and customers. Restrictive monetary policy will result in a lower availability of credit, and thus trade (commodity) loan.
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2.4. Other sources
Other sources represent sources which can be used temporarily, exceptionally and under certain conditions. Thoughts on funds of depreciation which, when they are available on the account,
can be used except for financing fixed assets and for financing current assets. Furthermore, other
sources are considered, exceptionally, reserve funds (reserves) in the capital accounts and funds
long-term provisions for future risks and costs up to the time of use.

3. Accounting treatment of corporate financing
by short-term sources
3.1. Issue of commercial papers
The company sells commercial papers with a discount. Per maturity the holder of commercial
papers pays a nominal value (Brkanić, 2012, p. 473). Discount is the difference between the nominal value and the selling value of the commercial papers for the issuer. Discount is, at the time of
maturity, charged to expenses.
Example:
1. Trading company emitted on 10 February 2014, commercial papers with a nominal value
of 300 000 kunas. Maturity is on 20 June 2014 Commercial papers were sold with a discount the purchase price for 90% of from nominal value (270 000 kunas).
2. On 20 June 2014 trading company pays a nominal value of commercial papers in the
amount of HRK 300,000 and records the cost of the discount.
Account
No.

Amount

No

Decription

1)

Giro account in the bank
Obligations arising from commercial papers
Discount costs of the future period

1000
2120
193

2)

Obligations arising from commercial papers
Giro account in the bank

2120
1000

300.000

2a)

The cost of the discount (discount interest on
securities)
Discount costs of the future period

4735
193

30.000

Owes
270.000
30.000

Seeks
300.000
300.000
30.000

3.2. Short-term liabilities to credit institutions
Short term liabilities to credit institutions are obligations for short-term loans from banks or
other financial institutions and liability for exceeding the bank account with overdraft facilities
granted by commercial banks whose repayment period of no longer than 12 months (Brkanić,
2012, p.477).
Example:
1. The bank allocated to the XY Ltd. a loan of 20 000 kunas over a period of 6 months at an
interest rate of 6% meniannually.
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2. XY Ltd. paid by the bank in the first annuity, which consists of 3.333 kunas for the repayment
quota and the 200 kunas for the calculation interest rates for the first period of the loan
disbursement.
Account
No.

Amount

No

Decription

1)

Giro account in the bank
Liabilities for short-term loan in the bank

1000
2150

20.000

2)

Cost of the interest on bank loan
Liabilities for short-term loan in the bank Giro
account in the bank

4730
2150
1000

200
3.333

Owes

Seeks
20.000
3.533

3.3. Short-term loans received from other companies
During the signing the contract of the loan, interest may but doesn’t need necessarily to be
arranged.
Example:
1. Borrower XX Ltd. signed a loan agreement in the amount of 40.000 kunas for a period of 4
months with lenders YY Ltd.
2. The agreed interest rate is 12% per annum. For the first mont interest is being calculated.
3. The first annuity is paid in the amount of 10.400 kunas out of which 400 kunas is related to
the liabilities of the contracted interest.
Amount

Account
No.

Owes

Giro account in the bank
Liability for short-term loan from the company YY
Ltd.

1000

40.000

2)

Cost of the interest on loan
Liability for the agreed interest

4732
232

3)

Giro account in the bank
Liability for short-term loan from the company YY
Ltd.
Liability for the agreed interest

1000

No

Decription

1)

214

214
232

Seeks
40.000

400

400
10.400

10.000
400

3.4. Commercial (commodity) loan
This kind of loan is the most common in the period up to 12 months.
Example:
1. Company XY Ltd. bought the products from other company (supplier) and received a bill in
the amount of 20.000 kunas (including VAT). Company XY Ltd. gets payment deferral the
account for 60 days.
2. After the expiry of 60 days company XY Ltd. paid the account to the supplier.
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Account
No.

Amount

No

Decription

1)

Products in stock
VAT
Payables

6300
1400
220

16.000
4.000

Obveze prema dobavljačima
Payables

220
1000

20.000

2)

Owes

Seeks
20.000
20.000

4. Conclusion
Short-term funding sources have maturities up to one year, and they are financing current activity and liquidity of subjects. The main advantage of financing with commercial papers reflected in greater flexibility and the lower costs compared to short-term bank loans. But despite these
lower costs large companies largely use short-term bank loans. In addition to these advantages
as the main disadvantage is the inability of financing of small companies through commercial papers, so they are left only short-term bank loan as a form of financing in the short-term. Except
of financing with commercial papers, short-term loans and the spontaneous sources, companies
have access to other sources of short-term financing used in exceptional circumstances.
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Abstract
In European countries, fashion design is respectable part of growing and fast developing creative industry. It is understood that education provides fashion designers good knowledge
of textile materials, clothing construction, patternmaking, draping, etc., but since many of
them continue their careers as entrepreneurs, we hypothesize that specific skills and certain
economic knowledge might be left out. In this paper, the importance of specific economic
knowledge, when educating fashion designers in Croatia, is detected and explained. Content
analysis was used to detect presence of economic courses/subjects in world’s best-ranked
fashion schools. For determining the most important economic knowledge, primary data
sources are used (surveys completed by Croatian fashion designers). To specify all economic knowledge they find useful, 31 economic topics divided in nine groups were evaluated.
For knowledge evaluation, Likert five point scale is used and data are analyzed in SPSS 21.
Key words: fashion designers, education, specific knowledge and skills

1. The study background
There is a growing awareness across the Europe of the importance of higher education to develop a knowledge‐based economy. In such a climate, European universities are increasingly required to produce highly mobile graduates that are able to respond to the ever‐changing needs of
the contemporary workplace (Andrews & Higson, 2008; Possa, 2006, p. 355). Support and encouragement to significant changes is provided by different EU institutions through a wide range regulatives and initiatives. In the Recommendation 2006/962/EC regarding the key competences for
lifelong learning (European Parliament, 2006, p. 10), significant place have occupied the following
soft skills: learning to learn, social and civic competences, sense of initiative and entrepreneurship, and cultural awareness and expression. Furthermore, as a part of strategic framework for
European cooperation in Education and training 2020 (so called “ET 2020”), European Commission has published a policy document related to the investigation of skills. A common vision from
that document, as well as from the number of related ones, is that certain soft skills, such as creativity, the ability to think laterally, adaptability and other, will be valued more than the specific
knowledge that educational institutions have traditionally taught. In a number of studies and panels, serious concerns have been expressed regarding an increasingly wide gap between the skills
of graduates and the demands of the work environment (King, 2003, p. 5). Therefore, the main
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question that each educational subject should place is whether the hard skills that students obtain during their formal education are complimented by so called soft skills and whether the specific knowledge, such as economic knowledge, has been left out or insufficiently represented. Recently, intensive efforts of scientist are given to the classification of soft skills, skills’ metrics and
initiatives to encourage the official recognition. A number of EU projects, such as ModES, MASS,
E-QUA, NESSIE and CREDNET, focus on soft skills and its popularisation among students, participants of VET or employed/unemployed individuals. At the University of Zagreb, Faculty of Textile
Technology the importance of soft skills and their incorporation into the curricula is recognized.
The Faculty follows the European trend of research on soft skills through two European projects
that are focused on the soft skills grading and teaching creativity for engineers – TECRINO and
GRASS. The project TECRINO directly addresses the key competence “learning to learn” from the
Recommendation 2006/962/EC, by creating not only a problem solving attitude, but also the ability of students to handle obstacles and a rapidly changing environment. The GRASS project focuses at the grading of soft skills and development of high-quality digital credentials to map learners’
achievements in developing and demonstrating soft skills.
A pilot study, aiming to gain insight into the perceptions of students regarding the most important soft skills for their future employment, is conducted within the GRASS project (Salopek
Cubric et al., p. 1). In the survey participated three groups of students that study at the Faculty
of Textile Technology - textile technologists (dominantly technical courses in their programme),
textile designers (dominantly artistic courses in their programme) and industrial designers (both
technical and artistic courses in the programme). The students were asked to grade the importance of a number of listed soft skills for their future employment, as well as to assess the level of
their own current capabilities regarding each named soft skill. Among a number of soft skills listed, students gave the highest grades to the importance of creativity/innovation and communication. Regarding the skills that are important for entrepreneurs in fashion and textile business,
managerial skills were highly rated (average grade 4.37 on Likert scale 1-5). They were followed
by teamwork, leadership and conflict management. It is interesting to point out the fact that students of fashion design gave considerably lower grades regarding importance of each soft skill
that other students that participated in the survey. The outcome of the study, that is certainly important for the process of the curriculum renewal, is the fact that students of all observed groups
were somewhat restrained in assessing the level of their own current capabilities regarding each
soft skill.

2. Approach and Methodology
Research presented in this paper was divided into two phases. Defined research objective for
the first phase was: to check if knowledge that can be gained through economic topics (social science) is included in fashion designers education at the best Fashion Schools worldwide. This research focused at the best ten Fashion Schools worldwide according to The Wesley Consultant
group ranking. For achieving the first research object, content analysis was used. Content analysis is defined as the method of collecting primary data (Tkalac Verčić, Sinčić Ćorić & Pološki Vokić,
2010, p. 91).
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The second phase of this research had another research objective: to detect which specific
economic topic is considered as the most useful (important) for Croatian fashion designers who
operate on Croatian market. For achieving second research object, questionnaire was designed.
It contained 31 economic topics divided into nine groups (Basic economic knowledge in general,
Marketing, Organisation and Management, Trade, Accounting, Finance, Entrepreneurship, Project proposals writing, Human resource management). Nine groups with total of 31 topics were
proposed after interviewing ten fashion designers and detecting their basic needs for economic
knowledge while operating as individual entrepreneurs. Interviews were conducted from March
to May 2014. Questionnaires were gathered by “divide and collect” method (Tkalac Verčić, Sinčić
Ćorić & Pološki Vokić, 2010, p. 103). Fashion designers evaluated proposed topics with 1-5 Likert
point scale (where: 1- I do not find this knowledge useful; 5- it is very useful). In this research, 18
surveys were divided to Croatian fashion designers. Total of 15 questionnaires were completed
properly. By answers provided, the most important economic topics were detected when educating fashion designers (in Croatia) as potential future entrepreneurs. The data are analyzed in
SPSS 21.

3. Findings
Presence of economic related courses/subjects at top ten Fashion Schools defined by The
Wesley Consultant group is presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Economic knowledge in fashion designer education – Top ten Fashion Schools
FASHION SCHOOL

PROGRAMS

ECONOMIC KNOWLEDGE

CENTRAL SAINT MARTINS
(London, England)

Fashion: Fashion Design Menswear;
Fashion Design Womenswear; Fashion
Print; Fashion Design with Knitwear;
Fashion Design with Marketing

☐☐☐

PARSONS, THE NEW SCHOOL
FOR DESIGN
(New York, USA)

Fashion Design, Fashion Studies,
Fashion Marketing

yes

BUNKA FASHION COLLEGE/BUNKA WOMEN’S
UNIVERSITY
(Tokyo, Japan)

Fashion Creation, Fashion Technology,
Marketing, Accessories & Textiles

☐☐☐

ANTWERP ROYAL ACADEMY
OF FINE ARTS
(Antwerp, Belgium)

Fashion Design

no*

FASHION INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY (FIT)
(New York, USA)

Fashion design Apparel, Fashion
design Art

☐☐☐

ECOLE DE LA CHAMBRE
SYNDICALE
(Paris, France)

Fashion Design & Technique

☐☐☐

ISTITUTO MARANGONI
(Milan, Italy–also London,
Paris campuses)

Fashion Design, Fashion Business,
Fashion Buying, Brand Management
and Fashion Promotion

☐☐☐
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ESMOD
(Paris, France plus 21 schools
in 14 countries)

Fashion Design, Fashion Business Strategy and Communication

☐☐☐

UNIVERSITY OF
WESTMINSTER
(London, England)

Fashion Buying Management, Fashion Design, Fashion Merchandise
Management

yes

ROYAL COLLEGE OF ART
(London, England)

Fashion Menswear, Fashion Womenswear, Textiles

*
mix**

Source: http://wesleyconsultants.com/top-50-fashion-schools/ (25.08.2014.)
*answers provided via e-mail
**course as Portfolio presentation (that focuses at communication skills), can be considered as course from social
scences, as well as art

According to the information gained through web pages of all Fashion Schools presented in Table 1, as well as e-mails sent at their correspondence addresses, it could be concluded that almost all top ten Fashion Schools (90%) have economic knowledge included in fashion designers education process. In the most cases, they also provide economic/market oriented fashion programs where they educate future fashion managers, fashion marketing experts,
workshop managers, art directors (career opportunities, http://www.esmod.com/en/content/
fashion-design-undergraduate-program).
On the basis of the conducted survey, the best-ranked economic topics from the perspective of Croatian fashion designers are presented in Table 2. The results include the mean value of
grades given for each named topic, as well as the standard deviation of grades.
Table 2. Importance of specific economic topics in fashion designer education
TOPIC

Mean

Standard deviation

Basic economic knowledge in general

2.93

1.033

Basic of macroeconomics

2.80

1.014

Basics of microeconomics

2.93

.961

Basic calculations of economic indicators/Business performance

3.67

.976

Basics of market, supply and demand functioning

4.27

.799

Marketing

4.33

.617

Promotion

4.40

.632

Public relations

4.47

.516

Market research

4.33

.617

Marketing plan writing

4.00

.655

Organisation and Management

4.07

.594

Business organisation

4.20

.561

Fashion event management

4.13

.834

Business strategies

3.93

.884

Trade

3.93

.799

Price calculation

4.00

.655
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Product distribution

3.87

.990

Wholesales

3.47

1.246

Retail

4.07

.799

Accounting

3.53

.834

Finance

3.87

.640

Financial plan

3.80

.676

Cost management

4.00

.655

Entrepreneurship

4.07

.704

Business set up

4.13

.915

Business plan

4.27

.704

Project proposals writing

3.73

1.100

Human resource management

4.13

.743

CV and applications writing

3.40

.986

Workers employment

3.93

.458

Total

3.88

.888

As it can be seen from the Table 2, all proposed economic topics are deemed as useful to Croatian fashion designers (total mean 3.88). Best-evaluated topics group is Marketing (4.33), followed
by Organisation and Management & Entrepreneurship (both 4.07). Topics that are considered as
useful and are best-evaluated are Public relations (4.47), followed by Promotion (4.40), Market
research (4.33), Business plan (4.27), Business organisation (4.20), Fashion event management &
Business set up (both 4.13), Price calculation (4.0), Marketing plan writing (4.0), Workers employment & Business strategies (both 3.93), Product distribution (3.87), Financial plan (3.80) and Basic calculations of economic indicators/Business performance (3.67). The highest deviation within the grades is obtained for the Wholesales (Sd = 1,25) and project proposals writing (Sd = 1,10).

4. Concluding remarks
Inclusion of economic knowledges through courses/subjects in fashion designers education in
world best-ranked fashion schools refers to the understanding of importance of economic knowledges in fashion designers education. From this research, it can be concluded that they find economic knowledges important and useful in their careers. Not surprisingly, the best-ranked topic
is Public Relations, as it is crucial in communication between fashion designer and its customers/
market.
The presented results indicate a base for future improvements in education of fashion designers. In this sense, the outcomes of the study may be valuable for the creators of new curricula,
both for University of Zagreb Faculty of Textile Technology (the main center for fashion designers
education in Croatia), and for all private schools that educate fashion designers (for example Profokus, Callegari, etc.).
It also needs to be outlined that conducted study has several limitations that will be taken
into account for the future research. Namely, the intention is to expand the sample data in order to get more reliable final conclusions, as well as to apply the qualitative approach (case study
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analysis) in the discussion of results. Due to the fact that mobility of both teachers and students
increases, it would be interesting to conduct the same or similar study with the participation of
fashion designers outside Croatia and to perceive their perspective.
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Summary
National Curriculum specifies entrepreneurship as a cross-curricular and interdisciplinary
topic aimed on interconnection of educational areas and subjects in a harmonious whole
with the aim of linking the different competencies of students. Entrepreneurial learning
specifics are clear links between the acquisition of knowledge, skills and attitudes, and their
practical application.
University College of Economics, Entrepreneurship and Management „Nikola Šubić Zrinski“ conducted project named Introduction of Entrepreneurship as a Cross-curricular Theme
in Primary Schools in order to develop the curriculum for entrepreneurial learning. Project
was held in the school year 2013./2014. in Elementary School Precko, Zagreb. The project
was attended by the school principal, pedagogue, professional staff, all the teachers, students and their parents. Project was implemented in every classroom and integrated across
all subjects with special attention to psycho physical development of students. The professors were grouped in educational areas like language and communication area, mathematics, science, technology and informatics area, social sciences area, humanities area, art area,
and physical and health area. By interactive teaching methods pupils adopted basic economic concepts: entrepreneurship, procurement of material resources, production, creation of new value, selling, price, distribution of income, consumption, advertisement etc.,
and produced a final product presented by School to the general public, parents and the local community.
Key words: entrepreneurial learning, school curriculum, cross-curricular and interdisciplinary topic

1. Introduction
The Council of Europe states entrepreneurship as one of the eight key competences and as
such entrepreneurial learning has become part of all levels of education and the national curriculum EC, 2006). The introduction of entrepreneurship in elementary school has a special significance, since individual knowledge, skills and attitudes acquires at an early age and that is why primary school, which is also mandatory, is ideal to start introducing entrepreneurship and systematic acquisition of entrepreneurial skills. The main reason for introducing entrepreneurial competence is the development of enterprising and innovative individuals, capable of identifying the circumstances in which your ideas can be turned into specific products in different life situations.
During the school year 2013. /2014. Project “Excellence to Entrepreneurship - Entrepreneurship as a Cross-curricular Theme in Elementary School” was conducted and funded by the Minis-
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try of Science, Education and Sports. The main coordinator of project activities was Private Grammar School and Economic School Katarina Zrinski in Zagreb.
The main objective of the project is to improve the entrepreneurial competence in gifted children through the implementation of entrepreneurship as a cross-curricular subject at all levels of
primary school.
Specific project objectives are:
 forming a detailed plan for the implementation of action research to test the experimental
program and the evaluation and
 adjustment of the experimental program for use in primary schools.
School partners:
•

Elemantary School Prečko, Zagreb

•

Elementary School 22. lipnja, Sisak

•

Elementary School Dvor, Dvor

•

Osnovna škola Luke Perkovića, Brinje

•

Elementary School Ljubo Babić, Jastrebarsko

•

Private Grammar School and Economic School Katarina Zrinski, Zagreb

•

Association Gačanka, Otočac

2. School Curriculum
Knowledge, skills and attitudes predicted by entrepreneurial competencies needs to be implemented to the education from an early age. Croatian school system includes preschool, elementary, secondary and higher education and adult education. Primary school is the foundation of the
education system in the Republic of Croatia, it is mandatory and lasts eight (soon 9) years. That is
why it is important to start with entrepreneurial learning since the first grade, as a continued activity from the preschool and continue throughout the lifelong education. Schools have the ability to implement entrepreneurship into particular teaching subject as a joint projects or modules.
Incorporation of entrepreneurship into the school curriculum dependins on the educational
needs and interests of students and school, as well as the local community.
Excellence to the entrepreneurship project was made to explore the possibility of introducing
entrepreneurship as a cross-curricular theme and also to enterest students from first to eighth
grade for entrepreneurship as a fundamental premise of building a new society based on human
capital, education and innovation.

3. Entrepreneurship as a cross-curricular theme
in lower grades of elementary school
The objectives of entrepreneurial learning in the early school age are encouraging and developing self-reliance, self-confidence, responsibility and creativity as well as training students for
lifelong learning and the acquisition of entrepreneurial knowledge, skills and attitudes.
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Since the early school age students (sixth and seventh years) are characterized by increased
muscular control - fine motor skills, teachers should enable students different activities , interacion with environment and also developing communication skills. In the period from eight to ten
year the body’s growth slows, so it is necesarry to enable a lot of meaningful exercises that will
enhance the development of fine motor skills (Andrilović, V., Čudina-Obradović, M., 1994). Students of this age have a strong need to move so they should be allowed to actively pariticipate in
the educational process.
In the end of the project students adopted elements of entrepreneurial competencies:

KNOWLEDGE

•
•
•
•
•

students will understand economic concepts: purchasing, material, price, sales,
earnings, profits, advertising
to interpret the emergence of profit
to interpret the resulting product price by calculation
to interpret the importance of advertising

SKILLS

•
•
•
•
•

students will be able to publicly perform and present their product
be able to calculate the price of the product
be able to distinguish between income from earnings
be able to communicate within a team
be able to create an advertisement

ATTITUDES

•
•
•
•

Students will develop a positive attitude towards entrepreneurship
Develop a positive attitude towards the native language
Overcoming the fear of public speaking
To gain self-initiative

Classes are organized in such a way that the students within the regular education acquire
certain elements of entrepreneurial behavior. Teachers and students created workshops where
they made a specific product and thereby adopted the basic economic concepts. Students have
learned to notice connections and relationships in the production process while adopting basic
entrepreneurial skills in accordance with the principles of universal human values.
During the Natur class, students discussed the various professions and work itself, detected different materials in the immediate environment and the possibility of their application. On
school subject Croatian language students exercised public presentation, and on the Math they
calculated the price of the product.
Using active methods of teaching and practical work, students have created specific products:
a collection of class poetry, apple juice, spring pictures, licitar hearts, necklaces ect.

4. Daylong teaching
Daylong teaching provides quality and organized care for early school age children after regular classes. Daylong teaching program allows filled life for children, discovering their potential
and cooperate with others and prepare for further education and lifelong learning (Urek, S., Petrak Jakunić, B. Rad u produženom boravku).
Daylong teaching program offers multiple opportunities for acquiring entrepreneurial
knowleddge, skills and attitudes throught the key areas of students development. Teachers selected those items which mostly emphasize the development of social, communicating and labor-technical competencies. Students produced flowers, magnets, decorative bottles and muffins during workshops.
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5. Teaching methods and strategies
Dinamic of the teaching process was achived by active teaching methods:


Answering questions



Explaining the processes or events



Making a mental map



Making summaries of the discussions



Asking key questions for individual facilities



Presenting and interpreting the results



Process analysis and synthesis

The students were allowed to work independently on the sources of knowledge, to research,
analyze, discover, correct and supplement each other while communicaing, and to shape new
knowledge by sharing their discoveries. Teachers were taking care of the space organization and
its adaptability to the needs of learning.

6. Teachers workshop
Workshops for teachers named Introduction to the concept of enterpreneurship were held
as a part of project.Teachers were introduced to enterprise-economic concept that rests on the
foundation of creating new values. Every process of reproduction begins with the initial investment and acquisition of production factors. Entering production factors in the production process, while investing the human labor, creates a new, increased value of manufactured goods.
Such goods are realized in the market, which leads to financial resources and profit which is the
main generator of the following, larger reproductive cycle. In this way students acquire necessary knowledge, skills and attitudes for successfull leading of an entrepreneurial project. Teacher’s workshop concept is based on the adoption of these economic-entrepreneurial postulates.
Teachers, divided into teams, created methodical scenario and acquired knowledge on the application and realization of the teaching content.

7. Conclusion
Excellence to the entrepreneurship project aim is to raise awareness of gifted children for entrepreneurship, and research the possibility of introducing entrepreneurship as a curricular subject in primary schools. Students received new approaches to learning exceptionally well, as well
as active methods of work and work on new technologies. During the project realization almost
all school activities were in entrepreneurial spirit: teamwork, teaching in the form of workshops,
public presentation of work, practical work, making certain tasks on the computer, and many other forms of active learning increased the dynamics of work and demonstrated effectiveness in
raising students’ motivation and educational learning outcomes.
Teachers consider entrepreneurial teaching content to be appropriate, but for its systematic implementation in their subject they consider appropriate permanent training to be necessary.
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Summary
Entrepreneurial competencies are key elements for the development of any national economy. Almost every European country has those competencies in the national curriculum for
all ages as its important aims, goals and objectives (from preschool through elementary
school to high school and university). Croatian National Curriculum Framework emphasizes entrepreneurship as a cross-curricular topic. Its goals, objectives and outcomes are acquiring knowledge, skills and aspects necessary for planning and organizing entrepreneurial
activities, development of communication skills and responsibility for self and others, overcoming difficulties and acquiring economic literacy.
Introduction of Entrepreneurship as a Cross-curricular Theme in Primary Schools has been
implemented in the Elementary school Precko, Zagreb, in order to develop the curriculum
for entrepreneurial learning and development of student’s entrepreneurial competencies.
University College of Economics, Entrepreneurship and Management „Nikola Subic Zrinski“,
Zagreb, conducted Workshops and In-service Training for teachers. They were introduced to
the basic economic concepts. All teachers conducted entrepreneurial workshops with students from the 5th to the 8th class year with the objective of producing a particular product.
All involved students at the workshops are introduced to the basic concepts of: entrepreneurship, raw materials, profitable risk taking, loss and profit, creating new values, calculation of production costs and value-added tax (VAT). Students found practical work and use
of motor skills very challenging. School presented final result of workshops to the general
public, the media and the parents with the public presentation. Students tried their skills in
the public presentation of their products, presenting what they have produced in the workshops and business concepts they adopted.
Key words: entrepreneurial competencies, school curriculum, a cross-curricular topic, economic conspets

Introduction
The National Curriculum Framework for pre-school education and General Compulsory Elementary and secondary education has given a formal framework for curricular development and
implementation of educational programs and cross-curricular topics in the field of entrepreneurship. The main goal of entrepreneurial competencies of students is the development of personality characteristics and knowledge, skills and attitudes necessary for the operation of the individual as a successful entrepreneurial person. By introducing entrepreneurship as a cross-curricular
themes in elementary school develops entrepreneurial competence in all subjects in order to develop enterprising and innovative people trained to detect conditions in which your ideas can be
turned into work in different situations (Nacionalni okvirni kurikulum, MZOŠ, 2011).
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The “excellence to entrepreneurship - Entrepreneurship as a cross-curricular theme in elementary school,” funded by the Ministry of Science, Education and Sports, was aimed at raising entrepreneurial competence in gifted children in all primary schools and all school subjects.

2. Curricular basis for Entrepreneurial Learning
National Curriculum Framework defined the planning and realization of cross-curricular and
interdisciplinary topics that contribute to reciprocal linking educational areas and subjects into a
harmonious whole. They develop different core competencies of students. It also specifies that
the curricular topics mandatory in all teaching subjects of this and all holders of educational activities at the school are required to achieve them (Nacionalni okvirni kurikulum, MZOŠ, 2011; Vlada
Republike Hrvatske, Strategija učenja za poduzetništvo, 2010).
Possibility of introducing entrepreneurship as a cross-curricular topic in the school curriculum
(Begović, Stanković, Tkalec, 2010):
•

Installation in individual subjects

•

Additional classes (organized for gifted students)

•

Extracurricular activities (eg. Within students’ cooperative)

•

School Projects

The project was adopted following the concept of entrepreneurship:
KNOWLEDGE
•

Students will understand economic concepts: raw materials, prices, production, advertising, logo, slogan, corporate sector, profits, earnings, investment

•

Students will understand the functioning of markets

•

To interpret the resulting product price calculation of income and expenses

•

Interpret profit

•

To interpret the importance of advertising

•

Interpret business dress-code and its importance in the business world

•

Calculate the cost of products and value-added tax

•

Design presentation in a foreign language

•

Develop a web report and photograph

SKILLS
•

Students will be able to publicly perform and present their product

•

Communicate within the team, taking into account the diversity of opinions

•

To gain entrepreneurial projects as active forms of learning

ATTITUDES
•

Students will develop a positive attitude towards entrepreneurship

•

Develop a positive attitude towards the native language

•

Overcoming the fear of public speaking

•

To gain knowledge self initiative, adaptability
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3. Entrepreneurship as a cross-curricular theme in subject teaching
Students in grades 5th to 8th is divided into two subgroups. The first covers the fifth and sixth
grade, and the other seventh and eighth grades. Therefore defined educational outcomes are
deepened and wider for those classes.
Students in grades 5th to 8th, when it comes to their mental and physical development, belong
to the generally accepted division of the period preadolescence or early or mid adolescence. The
period of adolescence is considered to be the most turbulent period in the development of each
individual, and the young person is confronted with numerous of difficulties that must be overcome to grow as unique person.
The objective of this area is to enable students to communicate in various situations, present
themselves and develop self-confidence and self-esteem (Pernar, Frančišković, 2008).
Educational process in grades 5th to 8th is organized and implemented through the following
educational and educational areas.
Language and communication area
The objective of this area is to enable students to communicate in various situations and present themselves and thus develop self-confidence and self-esteem.
Croatian language - the students develop self-confidence, self-awareness and the will to
achieve their goals in professional and personal life, and they produced a memento of the Croatian language for 5th and 6th grade.
German language - the students have acquired the linguistic competence, adopted the basic
economic concepts in German, overcame a fear of public speaking, and produce an advertising
brochure about Croatia.
English language - students have prepared an advertising campaign in English for an air
freshener.
Mathematical area
5th grade students have produced math cards. They developed self-awareness and self-confidence as a basis for all other aspects of entrepreneurship, and a willingness to take initiative and
risk, critical thinking and creativity.
Social sciences and a humanistic area
History class and geography eighth-grade produced tourist village plan Precko in three versions: plasticized map, CD, the article for the school’s website.
On religious education class students in the sixth grade discussed, debated, and presented
and build attitudes about the Christian view of work and service, gifted talents, honesty in working with others and for others, God’s call to a man to work and co-create. They worked through
group work based on the parable of the talents (Matthew 25.14-30)..
Natural Sciences (Physics, Chemistry and Biology)
In the physics class seventh grade students produced catapult and adopted the basic economic terms: raw materials, procurement, production and produces, market, pricing, income, expenses, profits, advertising, logo, slogan.
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On the biology class, seventh grade students have gained entrepreneurial skills (basic economic concepts), skills (publicly present their work and the product), attitude (positive attitude
towards entrepreneurship and production) through the production of Good Cookies.
In chemistry class eighth grade students, have recognized the market’s need for Air freshener
and noticed its use as a disinfectant and its application in aroma therapy.
Technical and IT area
Technical Education - students produced plasticized labels for Air freshener.
Arts
Art education - students created a slogan and logo advertising campaign for a product Air
refresher.
Physical and health area
On physical education class students were introduced with the exercises that can be performed in the workplace in the prevention of neck pain and back pain.

4. Evaluation and self-evaluation
The introduction of entrepreneurship as a cross-curricular theme emphasizes students’ knowledge, skills and attitudes in the foreground and using the modern approach to teaching prepares
them for the labor market reality (Domović, Baranović, Štibrić, 2007). Grading scale is aligned with
the goals in each cycle, and each subject. The degree of realization of teaching contents acquired
and developed skills and formed and built attitudes are assessed during the lesson, work assignments and worksheets. Every student for themselves and the teacher for each student fill up the
evaluation sheet for final review (Matijević, 2008).
The advantage of this type of test is that the students at any time have access to the level of
their achievements using checklist which also has a feedback section for improvements.
Day of entrepreneurship in school was the final test of market and the market needs when the
student’s offered products to customers, their parents and other guests.
Such verification of work and products successfully connected theory and practice acquiring
knowledge and skills required for the manufacture of products.

5. Results of the project
Students who participated in the project activities have extremely positive statements about
introducing entrepreneurship as a cross-curricular theme in regular classes. For them, learning
has become an interesting and had a sense of usefulness by direct personal action in the realization of tasks. It was observed that the students, even after school, discussed and worked in team
on the realization of the tasks. On their own initiative they look for answers and solutions beyond
the prescribed textbooks, which made them successful and satisfied. They also expressed the
hope that all classes will be designed in same way as they were during this project.
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Some of teachers and part professional services were initially reserved. But, after attending
a workshop that was significantly reduced. They discussed about of the cause and method of implementation of enterprise content as a cross-curricular themes in regular classes. After developing its own methodological scenario (project documentation) and its implementation at the lesson, the initial resistance has been replaced by a willingness to resume activities. Crosscurricularity, manifested in the design of joint projects that bring together several thematic courses, classes and dynamism, contributes more active mutual cooperation of teachers. During the project,
teachers increased interest in the topics that are shown from an entrepreneurial perspective.
Consequently, there is a need to develop a unified curriculum for entrepreneurship in elementary
school and permanent education of teachers. Creating conditions for the exchange of methodological scenario would allow teachers and schools faster and more complete integration of entrepreneurial contents in regular classes and extracurricular school activities.

6. Conclusion
Since entrepreneurship is one of the most important competencies in every person’s life, it is
important to start entrepreneurial education from the earliest grades of elementary school (Institut za društvena istraživanja, 2007). The project attempted to enable gifted children to grow their
natural gifts and talents, directed to self-realization for their own and the general welfare. We
tried to motivate them to strengthen their knowledge and skills in acquiring new experience, devoted attention and innovation, toward profiling their interests. To them, these experiences can
be useful to choose their first occupation and engage in active economic life. With early entrepreneurial education, their potentials can become agents of sustainable development and competitiveness, in function the growth of the national economy.
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Education for entrepreneurship
in kindergartens
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Summary
The “Children’s Entrepreneurship Week” is the name under which, since 2009, a project in
kindergartens across Croatia has been carried out. It is launched by the Ministry of Economy, Crafts and Entrepreneurship (now the Ministry of Entrepreneurship and Crafts) with the
aim of educating the public about the need for education for entrepreneurship from an early age. The project was implemented in five cycles in sixteen cities in Croatia.
The project team consisted of Vitomir Tafra and Zdravko Tkalec, lecturers at University College Nikola Šubić Zrinski (Zagreb) and Jasna Peklić, the director, together with Dinka
Vujatović, a teacher at Markuševec kindergarten. They designed and participated in the implementation and evaluation of the project.
To obtain the relevant data from the surveys for parents and educators, it was necessary
that kindergartens follow the instructions for the implementation of the project, while
maintaining their identity and specific climate in which they operate.
As in previous years, the last cycle of the research confirmed the expected positive response
from all participants who wish to continue ongoing work on the development of entrepreneurial competencies in children as it has been the case of Markusevec kindergarten.
Key words: Kindergarten, entrepreneurship, competence, continuity

1. Introduction
The “Children’s Entrepreneurship Week” is the name under which, since 2009, a project in kindergartens across Croatia has been carried out. It is launched by the Ministry of Economy, Crafts
and Entrepreneurship (now the Ministry of Entrepreneurship and Crafts) with the aim of educating the public about the need for education for entrepreneurship from an early age.
Ideas and needs on the implementation of this project came from the new National Curriculum for Preschool and general compulsory and secondary education, which is based on the development of eight key competences for lifelong learning, and one of them is the initiative and entrepreneurial spirit.
The project team consisted of Vitomir Tafra and Zdravko Tkalec, lecturers at University College Nikola Šubić Zrinski (Zagreb) and Jasna Peklić, the director, together with Dinka Vujatović, a
teacher at Markuševec kindergarten. They designed and participated in the implementation and
evaluation of the project with a focus on the acquisition of specific knowledge and skills through
appropriate activities for children that encourage their creativity, innovation, creativity, initiative,
entrepreneurial spirit.
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With the implementation of the Children’s Week of entrepreneurship we were able to stimulate further continued implementation of these projects and the integration of economic and
entrepreneurial elements in the daily activities of children in kindergartens. The project encouraged the educators as well, and their associates and principals of kindergartens and stressed the
importance of education for entrepreneurship at an early age, which was evident in the feedback
we received after the project.

2. Project tasks and goals
The project has been implemented since 2009. Since 2012 it has been implemented in kindergartens in five cities in Croatia: Hvar, Koprivnica, Senj, Solin and Klostar Ivanic.
The objective of the first phase of the project “Children’s Week of Entrepreneurship” was to
sensitize society about the need for education for entrepreneurship with children at early and
preschool age, and to create an entrepreneurial environment that will, through various game activities appropriate to children’s age, allow children to acquire some basic entrepreneurial knowledge, skills and attitudes. Through lectures and joint workshops, the project team will educate as
many of the educational staff for independent implementation and integration of entrepreneurship in the regular ten-hour kindergarten program. Greater emphasis is placed on cooperation
with the local community and the structure of local authorities, without whose support the project would not have been realized.
The National Curriculum is a fundamental document in compliance with the European Union, which defined, and the Republic of Croatia adopted the eight core competencies for lifelong
learning. One of these competencies is initiative and entrepreneurship. Since the National Curriculum is a development document and the basis for the development of all other curriculum documents, in the second phase of the project the aim is to make the curriculum for entrepreneurial learning in preschools.

3. The course of the project
Our overall development is not only based on advances in knowledge, but also on the change
of beliefs and behaviors. Children acknowledge themselves and the world around them through
practical action and interaction with the environment that surrounds them, or through messages they receive from the environment. Children should be seen as intelligent and competent little creatures that learn by doing and by working with others, and are capable to organise their
own activities. For this reason, they should be offered a variety of sources of knowledge through
changing and enriching the material context in accordance with the humanist conception of development because in this way we encourage natural learning process.
One of the natural ways of learning is children working on the project where the trainer does
not lead but encourages the children. This method was successfully applied in the implementation of the project “Children’s Week of Entrepreneurship”. Project approach requires that every
preschool teacher makes the initial draft, i.e. a rough direction of the project development, which
can vary, depending on the interests of the children. Children guided by self-interest choose a
specific topic they will explore whereas the role of educators is to provide the necessary resources for the project, to encourage them to think, to debate, to reason and to cooperate and ex-
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change opinions with other children. Trainer observes and documents the course of the project
(photos, video and audio, records of children’s statements, making informative posters). The resulting documentation has multiple meanings, from encouraging children to debate and remember the important moments of the project, then monitoring the development of the application
leading to the evaluation and presentation (to the parents, their peers, the community at large
...).
So far the implementation of the project started by the Ministry of Entrepreneurship and
Crafts sending a letter of intent to appointed kindergartens. After that, the members of the project team responsible for the pedagogical part contacted the kindergartens and sent them materials related to the project including:
1. Operational Plan for implementation of the project
2. Guidance on the implementation of the project
3. Survey for Teachers prior to the implementation of the project
4. Survey for Teachers after the project implementation
5. Surveys for parents prior to project implementation
6. Surveys for parents after the project implementation
Before the implementation of the project as instructed by the project team, kindergartens organize parent meetings where parents are invited to collaborate and are informed about future
events in the kindergarten, about the role of their children in the project and the importance of
the project to the overall development of their children.
Prior to the project implementation, educator or professional associate asks the children
whether they are familiar with the basic economic concepts (raw materials, production, consumption, earnings ...). After the project implementation, the children are tested to determine
how many of them adopted these terms, or whether they only recognize them or use them during the activity.
Within two weeks after receiving the instructions, kindergartens send their programs of activities to the project team. Then, via telephone consultations, they agree on the course of events,
give instructions regarding the offered incentives, implementation of activities and a methodical
approach. In general, preparations for the final activities last up to two months. Thereafter, on a
day decided by the Ministry of Business and Trade, their representatives and project team members visit the kindergarten where the final activities of the Children’s Entrepreneurship Week take
place. The local community is also involved and the media covers the entire event.

3.1. The structure of the program of the final days of the “Children’s
Week of Entrepreneurship”
9:15
•

Activities aiming at the production of various items Trajanje: prema interesu djece

•

Presentation of the results of activities carried out during the project
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10:00
•

Selling exhibition

•

Press conference

16:30
•

Workshop for female educators

In the afternoon, workshops were held for all educators and professional associates in kindergartens. After the workshop, participants filled out evaluation sheets through which the project
team received feedback.

3.2. Evaluation sheet
Please answer the following questions!
I liked the most __________________________________________________________
After the workshop, I feel ___________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
I wish this was different ____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
How will you use new knowledge in changing your practice in creating programs? ___________
_____________________________________________________________________
Message to the hosts ______________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
Thank you!
After two to three weeks, kindergartens submit completed surveys to the project team who
handles them. After each cycle, the representatives of the kindergarten that participated in the
project have a joint meeting with members of the project team where they work on the evaluation of the project by presenting the results of the survey. Together, they agree on the modes of
further cooperation in the implementation of entrepreneurship in regular work.

implementation of entrepreneurship in regular work.
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3.3 Some survey results

3.3. Some survey results

Survey results: parents

Survey results: parents
Do you think it is important that educators develop children's entrepreneurial comp
Do you think it is important that educators develop children’s entrepreneurial competencies?

In your opinion, should these p
further implemented?
In your opinion, should
these
projects be further implemented?
further
implemented?

In your opinion, should these p

To what extent are you satisfied

To what extent are you satisfied
To what extent are you
satisfied
with your
participation in the project?
child's
participation
in child’s
the project?
child's participation in the project?

To what extent are you satisfied wit
child's participation in the project?
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Survey results: educators

Survey results: educators
How well are the educators prepared to develop children's entrepreneurial competencies
How well are the educators prepared to develop children’s entrepreneurial competencies?

How much do the educators
How much do the educators a

develop the children's entrepreneurial competencies?
How much do the educators
develop
the children’s
entrepreneurial competencies?
develop actually
the children's
entrepreneurial
competencies?

Educators at Markuševec
kindergarten
Do you
need additional education in that field?
Do you need additional education in that field?
Do you need additional education in that field?

Educators at Markuševec kindergar
Educators at Markuševec kindergart
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4. Continuity in Markuševec kindergarten
Markuševec kindergarten continuously works through various projects to develop competencies of initiative and entrepreneurship, and involves parents who actively participate and promote
the implementation of the projects as important factors for the development of their children.
These are no longer necessarily just simple production projects that used to end up with selling
exhibition with a view to profit, but complex projects that involve a number of associates and the
community and affect the overall development of a child with a focus on developing competencies of initiative and entrepreneurship.
During several years of preparation, implementation and monitoring of the project in kindergartens, we concluded that the wealth of different stimuli in the child’s environment resulted in a
number of different activities in which children adopted new skills and knowledge related to entrepreneurial behavior.
In addition to basic economic concepts that children face during the project, such as raw materials procurement, manufacturing, sales, income, consumption, promotion, money ... children
have the opportunity to participate in activities in which with their own hands they produce new
valuable things. Through such activities they develop the proper attitude to work and their own
value system. They are focused on teamwork and non-violent conflict resolution, and their reflections and discussions on the division of revenues are the first attempts of evaluation and
self-evaluation.
For years, ethno group Pčelice have intensively and continuously been working to promote
the development of entrepreneurial competencies through diverse projects.
Last project “Watchmaking” during the pedagogical year 2013/14 lasted several months. Besides investigating the functions and structures of various watches, exploring the concept of time,
creating unique wall clocks, the project also included a tour of Zagreb with the famous watchmaker Mr. Lebarović. The project also included the commemoration of the Day of the City of Zagreb
on the occasion of which the children were introduced to the sights of their hometown.
Entrepreneurship projects have enabled us stronger links with the local community, establishing
contacts with interesting jobs and people as well as charities and development of social sensitivity.
An ongoing project “My little garden” promoted the values of the proper relationship to nature
and nature conservation, and to cultural heritage. Children have undergone a complete manufacturing process from raw material procurement (the old indigenous seeds), breeding-production,
harvest, processing and sales, and investment earnings to a new manufacturing process. Through
the care of the garden and farm animals, children are developing and building up their natural
skills. Their enthusiasm is transferred onto the parents who are actively involved in all phases of
the project.
Implementation of projects which promote the development of entrepreneurial competencies implies a broad scope of activities and cooperation of educational staff, parents and community members and imagination of children and educators who gave direction to the development
of projects. Through the project, the children developed a proper relationship to money and the
manner of disposing with it as the basis for their further financial aspects of life.
A symposium for principals of kindergartens in Zagreb on “How to work on quality changes and the development of kindergarten” was held in Markuševec kindergarten last school year.
During the conference, the project team gave a presentation “Entrepreneurship in kindergarten”
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where they presented the results of previous work. A symposium for preschool educators on the
same subject is planned for the next educational year.

5. Conclusion
The project team decided to proceed in a different way with the last implemented project
in the kindergarten Spring in Klostar Ivanic. The idea of change occurred suddenly due to lack of
time to implement the project. In the kindergarten Spring we decided to start from the end, i.e.,
to have workshop for educators first, so that they are familiar with the process they will later carry out through the activities with the children. The project team was not discouraged, they rather used this new situation to, through new methodological approach and comparing the results
of previous surveys and the results of surveys that will be later compared, assess which approach
gives better results. When we arrive at the final activity we will be able to estimate the extent to
which children adopted basic economic concepts (maybe to a greater extent than in other kindergartens) as well as the extent to which the education of their educators influenced that. The given results will be the basis for the next cycle in front of us.
As we mentioned before, the National Curriculum is a framework and therefore the starting
point for the development of pedagogical program which means that it will be followed by many
more additions and refinements. The part that requires the most modification is the part that
talks about kindergartens. The four member project team is the only one that has so far worked
in a targeted and structured way to develop entrepreneurial competencies of preschool children
and also conducted its own research to determine the extent to which we were able to integrate
basic economic concepts in contemporary kindergarten curriculum and how big is the support of
the profession in continuing the project.
We believe that our experience and knowledge gained through leadership and participation
in the project as theoreticians and practitioners will be of great importance for the elaboration
of educational attainment of entrepreneurial competencies. We are willing to participate and to
make available all the material collected so far.
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Summary
The biggest challenge in the future will be establishment of processes and creation of a model for the development of small and medium enterprises and promotion of entrepreneurial
and staff skills through structured training. Every training department today faces the question of how to prove its worth or quantify its contribution to business results and organizational success. With current business downturn this is no longer just a philosophical question. A clear and credible response is critical to the entrepreneurial levels of funding, priority
and visibility of your learning initiatives.
Due to todays economical situation there are two ways to think about different industries.
One that are still continuing to grow and hire, and other struggling to survive and cutting
their costs and workforces. Growing industries need new employees and they need them
up-to-speed quickly. They also need employees due to attrition and often high turnover rates. Industries that are struggling are looking at how to get work done with fewer employees
as often critical organizational knowledge has left or is leaving with outgoing employees.
Purpose of this paper is to show how we will use Learning Paths proven metodologies to
fast-track rapid development of industry-based job-skills to quickly fill skils-gaps and anable companies to deploy a productive trained workforce in far less time than through conventional curriculum-based training. We ll show also how this method creates enormous
opportunies for entrepreneurs, companies, associations, economic development leaders
and others to leverage the power of Learning Paths to create jobs, retrain workers, address
skills-gaps and build stronger local and national economy.
Learning Paths apply lean process engineering techniques to the skills development challenge. This enables businesses to benefit from much faster (up to 30-50%) development of new
hires, beyond competence to proficiency, and existing staff to achieve greater levels of productivity. Almost as a spin off benefit, managers are equipped with tools to facilitate, quantify and maintain improved performance, and individuals get the opportunity to take control of their own skills development.
As with lean process improvement, we ll show how the learning paths approach breaks
down the skills development path, all the way to proficiency, into its component steps. Each
step includes a learning outcome or demonstration of proficiency and chunks up training to
be delivered just before it is applied, rather than all at one time, introducing milestones, or
check point events to review progress and make any necessary adjustments. All done in a 4
stage process for each learning path: 1. Define proficiency 2. Map Current Path 3. Accelerate the Path 4. Implement and Measure
The key point however is that the Learning Pathways approach allows people development
to be measured for both its effectiveness and return on investment to the business which
we ll show in so called ROI LP calculator.
Key words: ROI on development, proficiency, learning path, driving waste out of development
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1. Introduction
Rapid changes in our environment forced us to constantly develop our competencies and improve existing onces. Most of us have been, or still are, facing the impact of the global recession.
It takes time for employees reaching the proficiency level so they can independently deliver the
desired result. We observed that some of the employees even seem “unable” performing well,
regardless the time spent in the job. There is lot of costly, waste and variability in the development process of people.
Ouantifying the benefit of training in such a way as to demonstrate return on investement to
the business is challenge for anyone working in people development. Only the most enlightened
companies manage to think of trainings as an investment, with many seeing it as a regulatory requirement or simply an overhead to the business. Identifying the essential components of competence and providing targeted training that delivers this components and company results is seen
as “black art” by most.
For this reasons business managers find it hard to justify investment in what is probably their
most valuable asset, their people, while capital asset are generally well invested in and maintained.
The time it takes for employees to get up-to-speed, either in a new position or learning a
new process or skill, has a direct and significant impact on the bottom line and people motivation. Consider what it means for and enterpreneur or whole organisation to have new salespeople make their first sale in Month 3 rather than Month 9. How about customer service reps handling complex problems in Week 3 instead of Week 12? There is even cost savings associated with
haveing managers ready for promotion in 2 years rather than 3. Think about learning driving car
and getting drivers fully proficient in safetly handling car more efectively.
Today most organisations look at training as a support function that provides classes and
courses topic by topic. In some cases, these classes and courses are connected in a curriculum.
The apporach to training is something like traditional educational model in any school or university. While this structure makes it easy to build and deliver training it misses many of the key elements that ensure that what happens in the classroom transfer to the job.

2. How Adults Learn?
We can explain philosophy of how adults learn by taking a common example, such as learning
to drive a car. You can learn a lot of about how to drive a car in the classroom but when you get
behind the wheel for the first time you are still a long way from being able to use it safely. It’s a
lot easier if you’ve spent some time in a driving simulator but pulling into practical and safety process for isn’t same in real life as it is in the simulator.
What You need to do is quickly learn how to drive by driving with an instuctor who provides
coaching and feedback as you learn. You also need to drive several kilometers until everything
starts to work together smoothly and you no longer need to think about every action as you drive.
It still takes several months or years of using car before you become a good, safe driver.
In a business environment, you learn how to sell, handle customer complaints, process transactions and manage others in the same way as you learned to drive car. It takes formal training,
structured practise and experience. But usually, the formal training portion is well defined but the
practise and experience is seldom documented, run or measured. There is no structured path so
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everyone goes through a different path. As a result, it usually takes weeks, months or even years
longer than it really should.
In addition, training is always delivered in a pieces and parts or topic by topic rather than in
the way tasks and processes are performed. For example, you’ll often see technical skills and
soft skills taught separately. In fact, they almost never have the same instructor. However, on the
job you need to use both sets of skills at the same time. A customer service rep needs to answer
questions from an irate customer about why a product didn’t work. Teaching things separately,
rather than together, means that it either takes longer to learn the full job or parts of it are never learned.
Let’s start for example, by looking at a very traditional way of training salespeople. Usually there is an up front training period either in the classroom or using self study. This may be followed by a period of on-the-job coaching or just trial and error learning. In other words: “we provided training for you, here’s your phone and start booking your calls!”. Following chart shows
what this looks like:

Highly unstructured
and filled with waste
and variability

Source: Grapf done by Authors – visualizing problem

Graduation day is the day training ends, which is usually a long way from independence day.
The time in between is a mystery period where there is a lot of trial and error learning going on.
There’s also a lot of frustration and atrition during the mystery period. It’s also a time where less
than trained people burn through markets and alienate customers. It’s high risk time.
Traditionally training only focuses on day one to graduation day. It’s a traditional curriculum
approach with series of modules or courses. There is always some practise and application but it’s
rare the salespeople leave this training ready to make sales the next day. Therefore, there is need
to change approach and design different and more effective Learning Path or we need to shange
learning and development approach or/and process..
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3. Driving the Waste Out of Training
First step in reorganizing approach to learning is analysing current way of working and eliminating waste. People development and learning path are very similar processes as production.
Whether you are fun of Six Sigma, Kaizen, Lean or TQM, eliminating waste is one of the fastest
and most cost effective ways to reduce costs and improve productivity.In quality improvement
terms, waste is defined as anything that doesn’t add value. Getting sales people together to discuss best practise can add value, but using classroom training because it’s easier for the instructor probably doesn’t.
We need to eliminate waste from learning process and for that we need to starts with mapping out or flow charting existing learning process. This should include both formal and informal
development methods. Than on the first pass review any item that doesn’t add value can simply
be deleted. For example, if the current training includes any out-of-data processes, procedures
or informations.
As a second step, we need to identify activities that add marginal value but could be improved
without major effort. Probably these are items that would add more value if they were resequenced or delivered in different way. For example, an employee might not be getting a lot out of
a plant tour on day one but it would be valuable 30 days later etc.
Finally, there may be a number of major or structural items that create waste but we need to
chanege approach. For example, employees may get a lot of more value out of product training if
it is moved from classroom training to plant or elearning.
Waste in training is usually found in the same place. Waste acomulates over time when training isn’t being continuously improved. It’s also a result of what’s tradition or is convinient to do.
The following fourteen items are the most common sources of waste:
-

The forgotten: Estimation is that retention rate for lectures is less than 20%. Everything that
is forgotten the next day or next week is waste.

-

Waiting time: Companies often wait until they have enough employees to make up class.
Waiting time is often weeks or months.If the training is really important, waiting time will
have a direct impact.

-

Old stuff: When training programs aren’t ferquently updated, they becomes filled with outof-date information, processes that have changed or are no longer used.

-

Overstuffing: When you set a limited amount of time for a training program such as a day
or week, there is always an urge to maximize participants time comparing with expenses.
Or we want many thing in limited time. Imagine a week of sales training that includes sales
processes, listening, communication skills, negotiation etc.. Very little of this training will
end up being used because it is too much and with too little practise.

-

The Unsupported: Any training that isn’t ardently supported by senior management quickly
becomes a waste of time. Good training is tied to the strategic direction and goals of the
organization.

-

Written Tests: Paper and pencil tests are relatively easy to score and easy to create. They
are almost always about testing knowledge. However, there is no correlation between doing tests good and doing well on the job. These type of tests are often waste.
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-

Unnecessary Travel: There are only a few reasons that individuals need to travel to get
training. With elearning, web conferences and other new technologies these reasons are
diminishing. Too often learners travel for training because it’s “the way it’s always been
done” or it’s simply convinient for instructors.

-

Rewards for Headcount: In many organizations training is measured by how many people
attend a training program or employees are required to complete a certain number of training hours per year. Often employees will take a course of minor interest that has nothing
to do with their job just to meet the requirements.

-

Death by PowerPoint: Sitting in a room for hours and watching one PowerPoint presentation after another is one of the most boring and deadly types of training. Most people aren’t
awake long enough to get anything from training.

-

Not Enough Practise: Buliding skills and integrating knowledge into work takes a lot of practise to build competency and speed. Training that doesn’t have enough practise both in and
out of the classroom quickly becomes to difficult

-

Too Little, Too Late: It usually takes months or even years to put training program into place.
Meanwhile the need for program is out there creating dissatisfaction while everyone waits.

-

One Problem, Many Solutions : How many sales trainings, leadership development or
communication skills programs or methodologies does your organization have? Do you
have mulitiple versions because divisions or business units don’t talk to each other? Maybe
you have or not, but it’s hard to share best practices or take advantage of economies of
scale when it happens.

-

No End In Mind: Training that lacks a clear set of objectives often has little chance of getting
anywhere. In addition, these objectives need to be linked to the goals of the organization.
Training without a clear purpose or end in mind is waste.

-

Spray and Pray: Training is often looked as a one time event. Training without clear follow
up strategy doesn’t stick. What seems like a good idea one day, becomes waste the next.

Looking for waste is one way to apply quality improvement principles to training, but is one
of the best ways to find the low hanging fruit and make improvements in a short amount of time.
Mapping out the learning process usually reveals a great deal of waste. Fourteen sources of waste
above are the most common ones but there are many others

4. Focus on Speed and Proficiency
Every minute employee is less than fully proficient has a significant impact on productivity,
sales, quality, error rates, safety, customer satisfaction and more. Ensuring that employees reach
full proficiency while reducing time to proficiency is at the core of the Learning Paths approach.
For salespeople this means reaching sales goals weeks or months earlier. In manufacturing, this
means reducing accidents by making workers safer sooner while improving the quality of their
work. For health care workers it means providing a higher level of care without the need for constant supervision.
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5. Learning as a Process
Next, there is a need to look at learning as a process rather than a single event or series of
courses. In fact, we look at the entire learning process from day one all the way to proficien7
cy. We call this a Learning Path. What we find is that most learning is happening on the job and
is usually informal, highly unstructured and highly variable. By viewing learning as a process, we
are then able to apply process improvement tools to improve learning by taking out time, waste
and variability. It also gives us tools to restructure and re-sequence the process in a way that improves retention and transfer to the job.

informal, highly unstructured and highly variable. By viewing learning as a process, we are then able to
apply process improvement tools to improve learning by taking out time, waste and variability. It also
gives us tools to restructure and re-sequence the process in a way that improves retention and
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A Learning Path project mirrors the process used for successful quality improvement initiatives. These projects use the following four steps:
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Source: Learning Paths – New Whitepaper, (2011)
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6. Deliverables for this project
There are four major deliverables of a Learning Path project. They are:
1. Proficiency Definition
A Proficiency Definition consists of 30 to 60 statements that describe the results and critical
observable behaviors of a given job. The Proficiency Definition is used as an assessment
tool and to determine time to proficiency.
2. Learning Path
A Learning Path is ideal sequence of learning activities from start to proficiency. It includes
both formal and informal training as well as all the practice and experience required. The
Learning Path is also used to track progress through the learning process. It’s also easily
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customized to create a unique Learning Path for employees of different levels of experience and learning styles. A typical Learning Path consists of 70 to 125 learning activities.
3. Activity Description
For each activity listed on a Learning Path, there is a detailed Activity Description that
provides step by step instructions how to complete a learning activity. Activity Descriptions are used for existing training as well as new training that might be required. Activity Descriptions often provide a structure and process to all of the informal and on-the-job
training.
4. Implementation Plan
An Implementation Plan provides a strategy and action plan for successfully launching,
maintaining and upgrading a Learning Path. The Implementation Plan is also used to build
support and consensus for the new Learning Path.
These deliverables can be packaged for use in Mentor/Coaches Guide. This guide provides a
working tool for a manager, trainer, mentor or coach to guide an employee through the Learning
Path. This guide can be delivered in either a print or pdf version.

7. Conclusion
Defining and building Learning Path for different departments or whole organization is a new
approach developed in last ten years and tested on many international companies in practice. It is
completely different from traditional training approach but is using training as their natural part.
As we mentioned Learning Paths demonstrate how to define and measure “Time to Proficiency”.
You need to know the level of performance required to do the job and how long it takes to get
there. The first time you look at Learning Path, it will be obvious what you need to do to make a
30% improvement. Some suggestions include:
-

Remove out-of-date, irrelevant training

-

Redesign all enterprise Learning paths so there is only one path to each job function

-

Delete gaps due to business changings

-

Cut days of formal trainings by using job aids and reference materials

-

Add structured practices to speed skills

-

Add follow up and measurement steps to ensure learning progress quickly

The key to measuring and reporting the results of a Learning Path is to focus on measuring
proficiency and time to proficiency. Using a Proficiency Definition as the assessment strategy
builds into a Learning Path a way to track and report progress. Since the Proficiency Definition incorporates the measure the organization uses and finds valuable it enables tracking results from
the Learning Path and connecting them to financial benefits.
To conclude; when HR uses learning paths for every function, the “HR training organization”
becomes strategic partner inside company as if they set Proficiency Definition or objectives based
on company plans and objectives and develops action plans. Any change in direction has a corre-
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sponding effect on a learning Path. But, with measurement the training organization can quickly determinate the shorter time to proficiency and the lower costs of training the workforce in
terms of ROI. This enables HR to the training results to the bottom line.
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Poduzetništvo i promotivno komuniciranje
u stvaranju društvene, umjetničke,
gospodarske i odgojno-obrazovne
vrijednosti u Republici Hrvatskoj
mr. sc. Vera Šutalo, Uprava za standard, strategije i posebne programe, Ministarstvo znanosti, obrazovanja i
sporta, Donje Svetice 38, 10 000 Zagreb, Hrvatska
dr. sc. Branko Mihaljević, Veleučilište Velika Gorica, Zagrebačka ulica 5, 10 410, Velika Gorica

Sažetak
Opredijeljenost Republike Hrvatske usmjerena je na prihvaćanje poduzetništva kao društvene, nacionalne, gospodarske i odgojno–obrazovne vrijednosti.
Vrijednosna usmjerenost pretpostavlja stvaranje mogućnosti za razvijanje poduzetničkih
kompetencija počevši od najniže do najviše razine obrazovanja, osposobljavanja za poduzetništvo kroz formalno, neformalno i informalno obrazovanje i učenje te poticanje poduzetništva kao gospodarskog zahtjeva.
Poduzetništvo, kao jedna od osam ključnih kompetencija Vijeća Europe, još uvijek nije cjelovito razrađena i implementirana u obrazovni sustav Republike Hrvatske, već predstavlja novost u hrvatskom obrazovnom sustavu, počevši od vrtića do visokih škola.
Potrebno je izraditi plan implementacije sustava cjeloživotnog obrazovanja za poduzetništvo u obrazovni sustav, prilagoditi i razviti obrazovne programe u kojima je poduzetništvo
sadržano kao ključna kompetencija. Također je potrebno organizirati i provesti osposobljavanja odgajatelja, nastavnika i menadžmenta obrazovnih ustanova.
Razvoj sposobnosti pojedinaca da ideje pretvaraju u djelo, da se uključuju u stvaralaštvo, da
budu inovativni, spremni na preuzimanje rizika, da budu sposobni planirati i voditi projekte, jedan je od važnih ciljeva europske obrazovne politike i nacionalnih obrazovnih politika
u mnogim europskim zemljama, a poduzetničke su kompetencije danas obvezna sastavnica
nacionalnih kurikuluma zemalja članica Europske unije.
Ključne riječi: Cjeloživotno učenje; poduzetničke kompetencije; komunikacija, mediji; odnosi s javnošću
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Enterpreneurship and promotional
communication in the creation of social,
artistic, economic and educational asset
in the Republic of Croatia
Vera Šutalo, M.Sc., Office of Standard, Strategies and Special Programs, Ministry of Science, Education and
Sports, Donje Svetice 38, 10 000 Zagreb, Croatia
Branko Mihaljević, Ph.D., University of Applied Sciences Velika Gorica, Zagrebačka ulica 5, 10410 Velika
Gorica

Summary
The Republic of Croatia’s commitment is directed towards accepting entrepreneurship as a
social, national, economic and educational asset.
This direction presupposes the formation of possibility for the development of entrepreneurial competencies, starting from the lowest and reaching the highest level of education, entrepreneurial training through formal, non-formal and informal education and learning, as
well as the encouragement of entrepreneurship as economic requirement.
Although entrepreneurship is one of the eight key competencies defined by the Council of
Europe, it still has not been completely developed or implemented in Croatia’s educational
system, from kindergarten level to higher education.
It is important to develop a plan for the implementation of lifelong learning system for
entrepreneurship in the educational system, to adapt and develop educational programs
which contain entrepreneurship as their key competency. Furthermore, it is important to
organize and carry out training for educators, teachers and managers of educational institutions. One of the important goals of European educational policy, as well as national educational policies of many European countries, is the development of an individual’s ability to
turn ideas into actions, to engage into creation, to be innovative, ready to take risks, to be
able to plan and lead projects, and today entrepreneurial competencies are an obligatory
component in national curriculums of European union member states.
Key words: Lifelong learning; entrepreneurial competencies; communication, media, public
relations

1. Uvod
Ekonomska (poduzetnička) kompetencija uključena je u Nacionalni okvirni kurikulum Republike
Hrvatske, ali ne kao odgojno-obrazovno područje općeg obrazovanja nego kao međupredmetna
tema.
Temeljne kompetencije, uz komunikaciju na materinskom jeziku, na stranim jezicima,
matematičku i osnovnu prirodoslovno-tehnološku kompetenciju, digitalnu kompetenciju, kompetenciju učiti kako učiti, socijalnu i građansku kompetenciju te kulturnu svijest i izražavanje,
uključuju i poduzetničke kompetencije koje su učenicima važne za uspješno funkcioniranje u globaliziranim i brzo promjenjivim gospodarskim i tržišnim okolnostima.
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Ugradnjom ovih kompetencija u pojedine predmete i međupredmetne teme, škole imaju
mogućnost osmišljavanja načina na koji će ih ostvarivati, a od učitelja i nastavnika očekuje se visoka angažiranost i djelotvornost izvedbe.
Istinsko uvažavanje poduzetništva podrazumijeva sustavan pristup razvoju niza osobina
ličnosti: stvaralaštva, samostalnosti, kritičnosti, inovativnosti, inicijativnosti, sposobnosti razumnog preuzimanja rizika, organizacijskih sposobnosti, sposobnosti vođenja i upravljanja, suradničkih
vještina, promotivno-komunikacijskih vještina pa sve do marketinških komunikacija.

2. Strategije za ispravljanje pogrešnih predodžbi
Često postoji zabluda kako Hrvatska ima dobru obrazovnu strukturu. Imajući u vidu kako je
2001. godine tek 47,1% stanovništva imalo završenu srednju školu, a tek 7,8% završen fakultet, otpada zabluda kako je hrvatska prednost kvalitetna i obrazovna radna snaga.
Iz učeničke percepcije, procjene pojedinih predmeta koje uče u školi na dimenziji „zanimljivosti“ svakako nisu temeljni predmeti. Prema njihovoj procjeni, najzanimljiviji je predmet tjelesni
i zdravstveni odgoj.
Na dimenziji razumljivosti i težine, također je tjelesni i zdravstveni odgoj visoko rangiran.
Prema istraživanjima, učenici ipak najkorisnijim za svoj život i budućnost smatraju strane
jezike, matematiku, hrvatski jezik te nakon toga zemljopis, biologiju itd.
Treba napomenuti da učenici imaju vrlo malu mogućnost utjecaja na nastavni proces.
U mnogim istraživanjima koja su posljednjih godina rađena, najviše se ukazivalo na nužnost
povećanja autonomije škole u kontekstu promjene nastavnog plana i programa – kurikularne
promjene.
Istraživanja Instituta za društvena istraživanja, posebno ističu potrebu za rasterećenjem
učenika te su došli do zaključka da treba rasteretiti nastavne planove suvišnom faktografijom te
satnicu učiniti fleksibilnijom.
„Poslovanje vježbovne tvrtke“ kao nastavni predmet prvi puta se počinje eksperimentalno
realizirati 1997. godine u srednjim ekonomskim školama, kao dio redovnog kurikula, ali s nedovoljnim poticanjem poduzetničke inicijative.
Potaknuti Nacionalnim okvirnim kurikulom za predškolski odgoj i opće obvezno obrazovanje u
osnovnoj i srednjoj školi od 2010. do 2014. i dugogodišnjom tradicijom zadrugarstva u osnovnim
školama, osnivaju se učeničke zadruge, koje su jedan od mogućih načina učenja za poduzetništvo.
Osobita je vrijednost ovakvog nastavnog sadržaja osiguravanje i razvoj poduzetničke kompetencije učenika. Ali ovi vidovi rada nisu dovoljni da bi se promijenio način razmišljanja i rada učenika i
nastavnika, to su tek pionirski pothvati. Poduzetničke kompetencije kao promotivna sredstva komunikacije podižu sveukupni rast u svim sektorima od obrazovanja, umjetnosti, zabave, kulture,
te gospodarskog napretka.
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3. Poduzetničko komuniciranje potrebno u kreativnim industrijama
Kreativne su industrije „industrije koje imaju korijene u kreativnosti, vještini i talentu pojedinca, kao i potencijal za stvaranje bogatstva i radnih uvjeta kroz generiranje i eksploataciju intelektualnog vlasništva“ (Tench, Yeomans 2009, str. 664).
Osim obrazovne djelatnosti, sektori kulture i umjetnosti, zabave i slobodnog vremena postaju globalne djelatnosti. U prilog tome trendu govore i podaci o broju ljudi koji su zbog velikih izložbi, koncerata i natjecanja spremni putovati na daleke destinacije. Najveće ogledalo
poduzetničke, komercijalne i marketinške industrije dodjela je nagrade Oscar. Događaj koji je vrhunac marketinških strategija u komunikaciji industrije zabave. Celebrityji, nove tehnologije i globalizacija, faktori su koji utječu na kreativne industrije. Te faktore moguće je promatrati kao stalnu priliku da komunikatori u organizacijama koji se bave kulturom i umjetnošću, zabavom i slobodnim vremenom, imaju središnju stratešku ulogu.
Upravljanje komunikacijama u organizacijama na području kulture i umjetnosti, uzima se
kao posebna i složena vještina. Općenito u akademskom svijetu, konferencije i akademski radovi na temu promocije velikih događaja na polju kulture i umjetnosti, sve su brojniji, što dovodi do
stvaranja novog korpusa znanja o tim specijaliziranim područjima koji utječu na široku „komunikacijsku profesiju“. U smislu društvenog i ekonomskog razvoja, a u kontekstu „proizvoda kao
pokretača“ možemo reći da se proizvod i njegov proizvođač nalaze se u središtu rasprave – slika;
drama; plesna ili sportska predstava; scenarij ili glumci. Organizacije koje su orijentirane na proizvod u isto vrijeme zadovoljavaju potrebe potrošača, ali djeluju i unutar određene društvene uloge.
One ne samo da određuju želje ciljnih tržišta, nego i samu organizaciju tjeraju da se prilagodi cilju
ostvarenja „dobrobiti potrošača i društva“. Ne treba zaboraviti da je poduzetnost i poduzetnički
duh upravo u ovom području izuzetno velik i potreban, gotovo je imperativ za dobar posao.
Mnoge aktivnosti u kulturi i umjetnosti, zabavi i slobodnom vremenu, uključujući celebrityje,
uvelike pomažu oko dobivanja medijskog prostora uz pomoć promotivnog komuniciranja.
Za djelotvornu marketinšku poduzetničku komunikaciju u ovom sektoru bitno je dobro razumjeti ciljanu publiku i ponašanje potrošača.
Prepoznavanje i odabir ciljnih publika i pozicioniranje ponude „potrošača u sektorima kulture
i umjetnosti“, ključno je za uspjeh (Tench, Yeomans 2009, str. 682).
Suvremena komunikacija bilo koje vrste temelji se na visokoj profesionalnosti, kreativnosti i interdisciplinarnosti. Svaka komunikacija usmjerava se na medije. Osobito važnu ulogu na tom polju
imaju odnosi s javnošću. Komunikacija je zapravo upravljanje, kontroliranje i analiziranje procesa. Odnosi s javnošću postaju globalni fenomen, upravljaju komunikacijom u svim društvenim,
umjetničkim, gospodarskim i odgojno-obrazovnim djelatnostima.
Ne samo u odgojno-obrazovnom sustavu, Hrvatska je zanemarila svoje velike mogućnosti koje
ima u sportu, glazbi i filmu, a kojima može izgraditi tržišno gospodarstvo u kojem bi se hrvatski
građani osjećali ugodno i bili njezini promotori, reprezenti svoje države i društvenog i ekonomskog razvoja.

3.1. Poduzetnička komunikacija bez granica
Ako rezimirano prethodno iznesene činjenice, možemo zaključiti kako u Hrvatskoj u svim segmentima nužno moramo poraditi na jačanju poduzetništva i promotivnog komuniciranja jer bis-
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mo na taj način, između ostaloga, jačali svoj imidž u svijetu, jer je to važan preduvjet svekolikog
uspjeha na međunarodnoj političkoj i gospodarskoj sceni. „Hrvatska se u procesu komunikacije
prema svijetu mora predstaviti na dva načina – prezentirajući se i djelujući kao prihvatljiv politički
subjekt i ističući svoje zemljopisne, povijesne, kulturne i druge komparativne prednosti“ (Skoko,
2005, str. 405).
Jedino na taj način možemo ukloniti neznanje koje ustupa mjesto dezinformacijama, stereotipima, a istovremeno objediniti „struku“ i „politiku“.
Odlazak hrvatskih predstavnika i znanstvenika u svijet treba iskoristiti kao mogućnost promocije na međunarodnoj razini. Ta promocija najviše se očituje kroz djelovanje hrvatskih znanstvenika u svijetu od Žarka Dolinara, preko Miroslava Radmana do Ivana Đikića.
Glazba, ukoliko je povezana s politikom, može biti svojevrsna promocija naše zemlje. Popularizacijom klapskog pjevanja (etnoglazba), ali i čuvanjem autohtone forme, možemo predstaviti svijetu nešto posebno. Pjesmom Tomislava Ivčića „Stop the War in Croatia“ zasigurno smo diljem
svijeta proširili informaciju o Hrvatskoj i ratnim zbivanjima. Za sve takve aktivnosti potrebne su
višegodišnje pripreme. Hrvatska je kroz sport u nekoliko navrata doživjela planetarnu popularnost – od Davora Šukera do Gorana Ivaniševića, Janice Kostelić do Marina Čilića. Amerikanci su
društveno orijentirani na individualne uspjehe i velike pobjede i nema pozitivnije promocije za
jednu zemlju od sportske promocije.
„Cjelokupna slika o našoj zemlji se počela mijenjati, a boje našeg novog identiteta počele su
prekrivati crno-bijelu rigidnu sliku koja je postojala od prije“ (Škoro, 2001, str. 204-205).
Još je 2004. godine urednik sportskog programa Hrvatske radio televizije, Bruno Kovačević,
upotrijebio moto „Pokrenimo sportsku i gospodarsku Hrvatsku“.
Osim navedenih aktivnosti, velika se moć može postići kroz film. Umberto Eco, talijanski pisac,
davno je rekao da „film i televizija nisu samo prijenosnici neke ideologije već su oni sami upravo
ideologija“.
Velika je moć filma u oslikavanju ljudi, naroda, pojava.
„Vestern je najvažniji za razvoj američke popularne kulture, glavni oslonac raznih oblika popularne zabave, žanr u kojemu Amerika promišlja o vlastitoj povijesti“, ističu britanski autori (Sardar, Davies 2003, str. 168).
Hrvatska se do sada slabo koristila mogućnostima promocije putem filma jer se domaće
produkcije nisu uspjele nametnuti na međunarodnom filmskom tržištu, osim „Gospe“ Jakova Sedlara i „Kako je počeo rat na mom otoku“ Vinka Brešana.
Kada su u pitanju nastupi hrvatskih gospodarstvenika na inozemnim tržištima, onda se to svodi na nekoliko prepoznatljivih proizvoda (Podravka, Pliva i sl.).
Stručnjaci, gospodarstvenici se slažu da Hrvatska mora stvoriti prepoznatljive izvorne proizvode i poraditi na vlastitom brandu. Zato treba više ulagati u obrazovanje i kontinuiranu edukaciju zaposlenih, jer ćemo tako stvoriti kadrove koji će biti sposobni upustiti se u tržišnu utakmicu
proizvodima u koju će biti ugrađeno više znanja, a manje fizičkog rada.
Privredni vjesnik ističe da „hrvatsku izvoznu konkurentnost vidi u suradnji turističkog i poljoprivrednog sektora“ (Privredni vjesnik, 2003, str. 12). Isto tako, jasno je da je Hrvatska kroz
pretvorbu i privatizaciju izgubila dio svog prijašnjeg gospodarskog identiteta, a malo stvorila novog. Da bismo bili uspješniji i da bi naša korporacija poslovala globalno, ovisi o nekoliko faktora
ističu Michael i Sandra Rouse. Faktori su: „konkurentsko okruženje, politički i zakonski kontekst,
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ekonomske sile, razlike u klimi i zemljopisu i, naravno, razlike u kulturama. Ključni element uspjeha koji povezuje i omogućava spomenute faktore, upravo su komunikacije među kulturama“
(Rouse (2005), str. 255).
Kao što je komunikacija ključna u domaćem poslovanju, jednako je važna i na globalnom
tržištu. Komunikacija među kulturama vrlo je zahtjevna, jezik je drugačiji, ponašanje, odijevanje,
arhitektura, automobili, novine, običaji, tako da mnogi menadžeri dožive „kulturni šok“ s kojim se
mnogi menadžeri ne mogu nositi niti dobro obavljati ovaj posao.
Da bi se kulturni šok umanjio, ističe Rouse, potreban je period prihvaćanja i prilagodbe.
Sl. 1. Period prihvaćanja i prilagodbe (Rouse 2005, str. 257)
Nemogućnost prevladavanja i
povratak kući

Za uspješnu komunikaciju među kulturama, neophodno je učenje kulture i barem malog dijela jezika komunikacije zemlje domaćina.
Podrazumijeva se da se osobnim i profesionalnim integritetom mogu sačuvati i održati visoki
moralni standardi i reputacije, pridržavajući se pravila definiranih u kodeksu IPRA-e.
Kodeks je zasnovan na načelima profesionalne komunikacije koja se primjenjuje diljem svijeta.
Osnovna su načela (Novak 2001, str. 193-195):
-

profesionalna je komunikacija zakonita,

-

profesionalna je komunikacija etička,

-

profesionalna komunikacija podrazumijeva dobar ukus

Podsjetimo se početka naše komunikacije, pa bismo bez pretjerivanja mogli reći da bi naš
odgojno-obrazovni sustav trebao uvesti u školovanje neki oblik odgojno-obrazovnog djelovanja
u kojemu bi „komunikacija“ bila predmetom posebnog interesa i brige. Drugo je ime za neznanje
ono što nam je nepoznato, rješenje se uvijek nalazi u nama samima, sve krize nastaju zbog neznanja, stoga moramo biti dovoljno uporni u stalnom svladavanju vlastitih i tuđih neznanja. Živimo u
stoljeću komuniciranja u kojemu se bitno mijenjaju ciljevi poslovanja poduzeća i organizacija.
Medijski stručnjaci često ističu da zbog nedostataka konkretnih činjenica o događaju na
samom početku dolazi do „informacijske praznine“. To je vrijeme kao stvoreno za nastavak glasina i iskrivljenog prikaza događaja, tako i u ovom slučaju sustav mora brzo reagirati, jer ako se ta
programska praznina produlji, obrazovnom sustavu će se nanijeti nepopravljiva šteta.
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4. Zaključak
Učenje i obrazovanje za poduzetništvo kao sredstvo promotivnog komunikacijskog procesa temelj je razvoja gospodarstva baziranog na visokoj razini inovativnosti i nalaženju novih
rješenja. Poduzetnost je stanje duha koje se ne zadovoljava postojećim, koje je uvijek u procesima istraživanja, razvoja i inoviranja i koje je uvijek sposobno ponuditi nova kvalitetna rješenja.
Učenjem za poduzetništvo stvaraju se uvjeti za brži i kvalitetniji odgovor nacionalnih gospodarstava na sve izazove koje globalno tržište donosi i na sve krize koje se u komunikaciji mogu pojaviti. Odnosi s javnošću postali su globalni fenomen. Vrijedna organizacija ne može uspješno funkcionirati na međunarodnoj razini bez znanja o drugim kulturama, sustavima medija i komunikacijskim praksama. Odnosi s javnošću i dobra komunikacija napravili su prve korake prema profesionalizmu na globalnoj razini. Kako bi se poboljšao imidž Hrvatske u svijetu nužno je Hrvatsku
doživjeti kao projekt te kontinuirano pridonositi njezinoj promociji i ugledu u svijetu na svim razinama, posebno područja koja nisu izravno vezana za politiku; kultura; umjetnost; glazba; sport;
zanimljivosti.
Bez koncepcije i jedinstvene strategije takvi promotivni dosezi su mali. Kada je riječ o obrazovanju, onda u sklopu reformskih nastojanja u smjeru poboljšanja odgojno-obrazovnog sustava
koncept obrazovnih standarda ima središnje mjesto, jer obrazovne standarde treba razumjeti kao
kurikulumske dokumente.
Standardi se u Finskoj shvaćaju kao sastavni dio školske i nastavne kulture, koja se temelji na
‘’shvaćanju škole kao okoline koja se prilagođava razvoju i potrebama učenja.’’
Kultura učenja u finskim školama uspostavljena je na poštovanju prava svakog učenika na individualni razvoj. Finska je pojam ‘’dobre kompetencije’’ opisala kao ‘’ciljeve učenja i sadržaje
nastave’’ na način da učenici imaju:
•

kulturni identitet i internacionalnost

•

građanski odgoj i poduzetničko držanje

•

odgovornost prema okolini

•

blagostanje i održivu budućnost

•

sigurnost i komunikaciju.

Obrazovanje se uvijek odnosi na jačanje pojedinca i uvijek je riječ o pitanjima individualnog
razvoja, koje traje cijeli život.
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jezik. Autori su dužni dostaviti lektoriran tekst te pregledan odgovarajućim spelling check (hrvatski, engleski, bosanski, srpski jezik).
Opseg radova, uključujući i sažetak, bibliografiju, bilješke i mjesto za grafičke priloge može
iznositi najviše 15 stranica, odnosno oko 30.000 znakova (slova).
Grafički prilozi moraju biti izraženi crnobijelo.
Svaki put kada se u tekstu navode tuđe riječi, rečenice, sintagme, podaci i sl., izvor se daje u
tekstu, a ne u bilješkama ispod teksta. Referencija se stavlja u zagrade te sadrži prezime autora,
godinu izdanja i, u slučaju doslovnog navoda, stranicu, npr. (Holmberg, 1977: 23).
U popisu literature na kraju rada treba navesti samo pune podatke o svim djelima koja se
spominju u referencama i to abecednim redom po prezimenima autora i kronološkim redom za
radove istog autora, primjerice:
1. Škrtić, M. i Mikić, M. (2011). Poduzetništvo.Zagreb: Sinergija nakladništvo d.o.o.
2. Pfeifer, S. & Borozan, Đ. (2011). Fitting Kolb´s learning style theory to entrepreneurship learning aims and contents. International journal of business research. 11 (2); 216223.
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W. Link i J. T. Townsend (Ur.), Cognition, information processing, and psychophysics: ba sic issues (str. 267291). Hillsdale: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates.
5. www izvori ili tekst na web stranici
Ime(na) autora (ako je/su poznata), naslov dokumenta, datum nastanka (ako se razlikuje od datuma pristupa izvoru), naslov potpunog djela (italic), potpuna http adresa, i datum pristupa dokumentu.
Primjeri web stranica:
Nancy, S. (2011), The Chemistry Teaching Program for Developing the Senior High School
Students’ Entrepreneurial Attitudes(ED529908). http://www.eric.ed.gov/PDFS/ED529908.pdf
(preuzeto 15. 06. 2012.)
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simulations/cesimglobalchallengeinternationalbusinessstra tegysimulationgame/ (Preuzeto:
10. 06. 2012.).
Sažetak rada treba ukazati na svrhu rada, napomene o metodi i uzorku, najvažnije rezultate i
zaključak. Sažetak se prilaže na posebnom papiru, s navedenim imenom i prezimenom autora, naslovom rada i oznakom «sažetak».
Na kraju sažetka, pod oznakom «ključne riječi» treba abecednim redom navesti najvažnije pojmove koji se obrađuju u tekstu (pet pojmova).
Uz rad treba dostaviti podatke o autoru (ili autorima), akademske titule, radno mjesto te vlastitu elektronsku adresu. Ti se podaci objavljuju uz članak.
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